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About This Issue 
March/April 2005 

Welcome to our 26th issue of Vision: A 

Resource for Writers.  In this issue we have 

several wonderful articles on the fun and 

necessity of doing research.  We also have a 

wonderful interview with writer Rachel Caine.  

Also be sure to check out the truly wonderful web review by Ariella Elema. 

I am happy to announce that Vision: A Resource for Writers tied for third place in the 

annual Preditors and Editors Readers Poll under the nonfiction magazines/ezines' 

listing, and the editor tied for eleventh in the magazine/ezine editors' listing.  Forward 

Motion came in second for Writers' Forums! Thank you to everyone who voted! 

And again, thank you to all the people who have written articles for Vision over the last 

few years.  You have all been inspirational and helpful! 

Below are the themes for the rest of the 2005 issues.  Remember that theme articles 

are only a section of each issue, and I am always interested in any writing related 

article.  Read through the issues and you'll find an eclectic mix of material.  Most writers 

have something they can impart to others, and all of us have something to learn. 

 Upcoming Themes:  

• May/June #27 Openings (Deadline April 10th) 

Getting off to the right start can make the entire difference in a sale. Should you 

http://www.anotherealm.com/prededitors/perpoll.htm
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start with a 'bang' or a whisper of danger?  What are the tips and techniques of 

openings?  

• July/August #28 Types of publication (Deadline June 10th) 

The world of publication has changed drastically with the advent of the Internet.  

What are the different venues in both print and electronic formats, and what 

should writers know about both?  

• September/October #29 Celebrating Genres (Deadline August 10th) 

Romance, fantasy, sf, mystery, horror and more -- the world of genres is filled 

with wonderful treasures.  As a writer, what are your favorites and what do those 

genres included?  

• November/December #30  Character creation (Deadline October 10th) 

Characters can talk to us in our heads and keep us awake at night, but what 

does it take to make them live on the page?  

And remember that I'm always interested in any writing-related articles! 
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From the Editor: 

Researching.... everything 

Okay, I admit it.  I love doing research.  Give me half a chance (or half a night) and I'll 

throw myself into finding answers on anything that happens to catch my attention. 

Sometimes it's a wonder that I get any actual writing done, especially since I have a 

rather large private library of my own, just a few steps away.  That's more dangerous for 

a writer than some people might realize.  Yes, I can find answers to a lot of things 

without ever leaving my house.  But it is a distraction as well -- a distraction that I love. 

This last year, while browsing at the local Friends of the Library book sale, I came 

across a huge set of books, Grzimek's Animal Life Encyclopedia.  For the last few years 

I had been making a few trips to the Henry Doorly Zoo in Omaha, Nebraska where I 

would take hundreds of pictures of creatures I couldn't name.  I wanted to know and 

understand them all.  The books -- almost all of the set, and I later found the rest -- was 

perfect.  I started reading about Lower Animals and I'm now up to Mollusks, only 

regretting that I don't have as much time to devote to it as I would like.  Fishes are next! 

So, do I need to know this material?  Is it a distraction when I should be working? 

Yes, I needed to know it, and yes it is a distraction sometimes.  However, one of the sf 

novels I recently sold is about a world with a large ocean.  The life there includes 

animals imported from earth.  One of the things the publisher liked was my realistic look 

at the ocean, and wanted more material based on that part of the story. 

I need to get to that book on fishes real soon now. 
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Oh, and the two new books on mythology for the other new novel I'm going to start.  

And the wonderful book Michael Grant books I picked up on Roman and Greek 

history.... 

Yes, sometimes it is a wonder I get any writing done. 

But it's a good life.  And there's so much left to learn! 
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Workshop:   

Organizing Research 

By Lazette Gifford 
© 2005, Lazette Gifford 

Any writer of worth will someday have to do research.  Some writers will start 

researching material with their first manuscript, and though sometimes stories can fly 

just on your personal knowledge, eventually you will want to write outside your box.  

You are a writer and exploration is part of the lure and joy of the career.  Besides, you'll 

get tired of working with only a few props. 

Before you start your research remind yourself that this is not a school project.  It's a 

treasure hunt, and you get to decide not only what you will learn, but what to do with it 

when you write your story. All the research in the world won't help you if you're not 

prepared to save the results in a manner that will make it easy to access. 

Most people will use note cards for research.  They are handy, relatively cheap and 

easy to manipulate.  There are other ways to jot down data, from a notebook (paper or 

electronic ) to a handy little PDA.  It doesn't matter.  There are still basics that you can 

adapt to each method so that you can organize the notes. 

Step 1:  Creating a Master List 

It is important to create a way to easily sort material and retrieve the information.  In 

order to do this it helps to have several tags pre-defined.  To do this, you need one note 
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card on which you will write out the long version of the tags so that you can have it 

handy for reference as you do the research. 

The first tag is the Project Title.  You will writ it on the upper right hand corner of each 

note card as you do your research.  (The location is arbitrary.  You may find that the left 

hand side or the bottom works better for you.)  Let's say you are going to write a fantasy 

or historical novel set in London in 1868.  Either one will take the same basic research.  

If you don't have a title for the novel yet, this might work as the Project Title: 

London 1868 (L68) 

The first is the full title, of course, and the second is a handy tag for the rest of your 

cards, saving you considerable time.  And yes, you will want to put this tag on the cards 

for future reference.  It means that you will never have to look up the same information 

for a later book because you already have it, and accessible, on this set of cards. 

The second set of tags are research parameters.  You will likely add to these as you go 

on, but you can get a good start by just logically thinking about what you need to know.  

There are several important aspects about the world that need research: 
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There are probably others that you'll want to add.  And, of course, the list will be 

completely different for a different project.  A science fiction project may have a list that 

includes stellar mass and spectrum, distances in light-years, military ranks, etc.  

Having defined your initial list, jot the terms and their shortcuts on the master note card.  

The third designation is the type of material used in the research.  You can jot this on 

the back of the note card so that you leave the front open for more research parameter 

tags:  
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Step 2: Two Sets of Cards  

There's one thing that will always drive us nuts when we are doing research.  We write 

down something on a note card that makes perfect sense at the time, but a week later 

we realize that there was some important bit of information left out.  This isn't a problem 

if you know where you got the information from and can go back and look it up again.  

So this is where the two sets of cards come in.  One set is going to be the key to the 

material you looked up, and the other set the actual notes.  
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Now, once again, remember that this isn't a school project.  You don't need to write out 

publishers, ISBNs (though they can be helpful if you really like the book and want to 

order a copy later) or anything else but the bare necessities.  

One thing that will help is to take a few cards and jot the project code down in the upper 

right and corner (L68).  If you have a stack of books, you can also do the book code 

(BH-1, BH-2) for them.  

In this case, I pulled a book from my shelf that I almost always use for the first step in 

historical research.  

 

 

Note the upper line codes -- the Project on the right, and BH-1 (Book Home 1) on the 

left.  Now, I'll do a couple notes from this book:  
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Again, note the codes I've used -- L68 for the project, BH-1 for the book and HE for 

Historical Event or HP for Historical Person. 

This led me to another book, so I made a new card for it:  

 

 

And a couple notes taken from this (truly wonderful) book:  
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Again -- remember the codes. They'll help you sort the material later.  Also note that in 

the last two I put the page number on. This is because the first book is chronological, 

and it's easy to find the year and spot where the material came from. The second, being 

more 'novel like' is harder to track down individual notes.  

Part 3: Now what do I do with them?  

Now that you have the cards, what are you going to do with them to make it easy to 

access the data -- not only for this book but for anything in the future.  

There are a number of ways to store the cards.  First, of course, are those little cases 

made especially for this type of card.  There are also dividers for them, and you can 

write the 'Research Type' on the tops and drop the cards in according to the list.  A 

single box for each project would work well (as long as you don't have too many 

projects!) 

Some people use photo albums -- the type where you can slip pictures into the plastic 

sleeves.  These are good after you've finished your research -- if you are still doing it, 

then moving the cards around is difficult and time consuming.  You can devote a book 

to each project and shelve them easily.  

Of course you can also include (in both the above methods) sections on character 

creation, worldbuilding, outlines, and anything else you need.  
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The idea is to sort by the 'research type' code.  You will likely start making subdivisions 

once you have the first sort done.  In this case, I can see that there might be many 

cards for Disraeli and Gladstone, gaining them a subdivision from the HP section. 

If you are able to sort and store the material you may never have to recreate research 

again.  The trick is to be able to locate the material later, and any system you use 

should allow you to find and access the data you need with a minimum amount of fuss. 

After all, if it becomes too hard to locate the material, it might be just as easy to go 

research it again. 

For the more adventurous types, there is also database creation. While that means 

typing up a lot of notes, it does make sorting far easier and allows you to make backup 

copies.  

 

  

 In this simple version I made several tables and linked them so that I could do drop 

down lists of the codes and anything else that I might have to keep typing in.  I can add 

any codes to the 'Research Type' Table that I might need in future, making them 

available for other projects.  By adding a keyword listing I'll be able to call up any 
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information I have on file for Disraeli.  If I were to do this seriously, I would likely add 

location and date sections as well so that reports and queries and be called up using 

those sections as well. 

Whatever you decide, just keep in mind that no amount of research is helpful if you can't 

access the results.  Find a method that works for you, and keep to it with each book.  It 

will save you considerable time in the future. 
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Riding Out the Storm:  

An Interview with Rachel Caine 

 

 

Interviewed By Russell Gifford 
© 2005, Russell Gifford 

  

Rachel Caine's new Weather Warden series is a whirlwind set of 

adventures featuring Joanne Baldwin, a sassy and snappy young 

woman with a real problem: she's on the run -- from a killer storm 

with her name on it. As the story unravels at high-speed, we learn 

Joanne is -- or was -- a Weather Warden, part of a secret group of 

the earth's weather from producing storms that build into deadly 

threats to life. But something has gone very wrong, and now not only the storm is out of 

control and on her trail, but also her former comrades.   

overseers who keep 

Ill Wind is more science fiction in feel than the fantasy it is, and its characters, creations 

and conniptions easily support the series it has spawned. Vision caught up with Rachel 

Caine and pelted her with a hailstorm of questions. She was gracious enough send her 

answers without a lightning bolt attached. 

Keep up on Rachel's latest books and news on her website, and be sure to join the 

Stormchasers while you're there! http://www.rachelcaine.com/index.html  

http://www.rachelcaine.com/index.html
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Vision: You've written and published a number of exciting books, including the new 

Weather Warden series. How long has it taken you to reach this point? What was the 

breakthrough that got you in a position to have all this come together?  

RACHEL:  It's been a long, strange trip, no question!  Unlike most authors, my first 

official sale was actually a novel, not a short story -- a work-for-hire game-related novel 

that I published in 1990, Stormriders (written as Roxanne Longstreet).   After that, I 

published fairly steadily in horror, suspense and mystery for nearly ten years.  It's a 

funny thing: when you talk about "breakthrough" points, I think mine really came in 

2001, when I branched out into fantasy with the Weather Warden series.  It's really 

impossible to define what makes a book successful, but I think I took a lot of joy in this 

project, and it seems to have registered strongly with readers (at least those with the 

same offbeat -- maybe twisted -- sense of humor that I have).  

Vision: When did you know you wanted to be a writer? Has your career progressed the 

way you thought it would?  

RACHEL:  I've been interested in writing since I was about 14, when I wrote my first 

original story, but I really never thought I would be a writer.  I intended to be a 

professional musician, until -- most unexpectedly -- I sold my first book, and at that 

point, I had to choose between two equally fascinating and consuming interests.  I've 

never really regretted the choice, though (and I'm currently learning electric guitar in my 

not-so-copious spare time).  
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As to my career, I'd have to say the answer is an emphatic no, it certainly hasn't gone 

the way I'd expected.  I think that most people think that selling a book to a publisher to 

be the triumphant end of the journey, but it's really only the 

beginning.  My career has led me through several different 

publishers, all of whom have been wonderful, and multiple agents, 

who've also been wonderful.  I've learned, through all of these 

changes, that the best plan is to simply listen, learn and grow as a 

writer -- and not worry about that carefully-mapped-out strategy that 

I thought I had.  The journey's much more interesting and more 

complicated than I'd ever imagined.  And more rewarding, too.  

Vision: What impact has getting published had on your writing? Did working with an 

editor result in any changes in how you write now, as opposed to how you wrote 

before? Did you learn things that make it easier to get your stories noticed or accepted? 

If so, are there any tips you can share for up-and-coming writers?  

RACHEL:  The most obvious impact?  More people read it, which is of course lovely -- 

and I find that the more I write, the more I want to write.  So over the last ten years my 

output has increased each year (I think my last count for 2004 was somewhere around 

300,000 words).  I don't think that publishing really led me to write differently than I did 

as an amateur, but certainly I've worked hard to refine my craft -- and continue to work 

hard at it.  I think that I've learned a lot from my editors, and perhaps even more from 

working with other authors in workshops.  I've learned how to be critical of my own work 

in a very honest way, so that I'm always working to improve and expand what I'm 

doing.  It's not an easy process, and it takes work and patience.    
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And a thick skin doesn't hurt.  

As to what I do to get things noticed/accepted... I don't really think I do anything different 

than anyone else.  I do the work, I submit proposals, I pursue interesting opportunities... 

I meet and correspond with other authors, too.  And, of course, the very best thing 

anyone can do to get their work noticed (and hopefully accepted) is write the best work 

possible.  And read and obey the publishing guidelines!  It's not only going to improve 

your chances of being accepted, it's also considerate for those overworked editors 

trying to meet deadlines.    

I recommend strongly that aspiring authors read extensively -- not just fiction, not just 

nonfiction, in every field.  And talk to other writers -- surround yourself with energetic 

people who are enthusiastic about the craft and the process.  Go to conferences and 

conventions.  Take workshops.    

And most of all, love what you do, because it's much better to do this for love than 

money.  If you're very lucky, money will come... but love rewards you every day.  

Vision: What is your average day like? Do you write every day?  

RACHEL:  Weekdays, I try (and mostly succeed) to get up and write at the coffee 

house from 5:30 a.m. until 8:30 a.m., and then I go to my 40+ hour-a-week day job.  I 

really don't write at nights -- that time is reserved for returning emails and other 

necessary errands, writing-related or not.  

Weekends, I write from 5:30 or 6:00 a.m. until around noon.  But that doesn't mean I 

don't have fun... I usually relax in the afternoons and evenings on the weekends with 
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movies and gatherings with friends.  (And I have a wicked home theater system to help 

me with that.)  

But I do try to write every day, barring illness.  

Vision: Are there common mistakes you see new writers making? What suggestions 

would you give them?  

RACHEL:  Tough one!  The most amateurish is probably failing to follow proper 

manuscript format, or follow submission guidelines -- those really are there for a 

reason!   The next would be making bone-headed mistakes of spelling and grammar.  

Nobody is ever perfect, but do the best you can.  Your manuscript is like your resume -- 

and you don't want grammatical and spelling errors on your resume. 

The most costly mistake I see writers making these days is buying 

the hype that publishing is "impossible to break into" -- and going 

instead to e-publishers who offer little or no editorial assistance, and 

charge the author fees to boot.  Not all POD (print on demand) 

publishers are bad -- several are very good -- but new writers need 

to do the due diligence and find out what they're getting into.  

Traditional publishing is far from dead, and it's far from impossible to break into.  Getting 

rejected doesn't mean you should retire from the field -- it just means you have to do 

better, or be more patient.  Or probably both.  

I do not advise first-time authors to go with e-publishing houses as their first choice.  

Start at the top, with traditional publishers.  You never know what will happen.  
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Vision: About the Weather Warden books: Ill Wind starts in a '71 Mustang at 70+ miles 

per hour. Seventy-some pages later we get to Chapter Two, and a chance to take a 

breath. The rest of the book proceeds at the same speed! Was it always plotted that 

way from the first draft on, or did it evolve into this incredible tour de force?  

RACHEL:  I'm laughing about the "incredible tour de force" part of that question, but I'll 

pretend you didn't say it and just talk about the pacing.   

I'm horrible at outlining, and I love to just "get in the car and drive"... and discover story 

along the way.  For Ill Wind, I had a beginning, middle, and end plotted, but the journey 

was largely unplanned beyond that.  As a consequence, I think the pacing really picked 

up -- and it helps that the story involves a character literally racing into the unknown, 

under a ticking clock.  There's not much of a way to slow down, given that as a starting 

point.   

Vision: What or who has influenced your writing?   

RACHEL:  I adore so many different authors, it's hard to make a list.  Douglas Preston 

and Lincoln Childs are incredibly fun to read -- my personal favorite has to be The Ice 

Limit, which I think is a phenomenally well-paced novel.  Lindsay Davis has a marvelous 

flair for character.  Connie Willis and Patricia Anthony for gorgeous, fluid prose.  Lois 

McMaster Bujold, for just about everything.  Jim Butcher, who just gets better with every 

single book.  P.N. Elrod, who has such a flawless command of plot and structure.  I 

know I'm leaving out many, many people.  
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Like most authors of my generation I'm also heavily influenced by television and film -- I 

think that's inevitable.  Certainly the smart, sexy, snappy rhythms of what's come to be 

known as "chick lit" have influenced me.  I adore Janet Evanovitch, too.   

Vision: What genres do you write in, and why? Are there any others you'd like to try 

your hand at?  

I've done horror, science fiction, fantasy, mystery, and suspense, and I'm branching out 

into romance (or, more accurately, romantic action/adventure) with my upcoming book 

Red Letter Days:  Devil's Bargain (for Silhouette Bombshell).  I'd certainly like to do 

more high fantasy (my first love) as well as mystery.  I'd like to try historical fiction as 

well.  

Vision: You mix enough science into the fiction that if you breezed past the djinn, it 

could be science fiction instead of fantasy. Do you think of SF and fantasy as two 

separate fields?   

RACHEL: I think if you take science to its most fundamental components, as expressed 

in studies of physics like string theory, the line blurs between science and magic.  

Fantasy is a rapidly evolving field, and it's expanding into romance, into science fiction, 

into mystery and horror.  We're seeing the breakdown of traditional genre barriers -- just 

take a look at the wild variety of romance sub-categories now available, from time travel 

to vampire fiction, from spies to space adventure.  It's very exciting, I think.  I think 

genres are useful, but I also think they are -- and should remain -- fluid.  

Vision: Your style is a nice mix of action and adventure, a not-so-subtle physical 

attraction between the characters, and a nice touch of mirth and somewhat irreverent 
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humor. Yet all this dances around some tragic situations and results -- and still works 

well. Again -- was that planned from the first draft, or do you layer some of those 

feelings into the story in later re-writes?  

RACHEL: You've hit on one of the most difficult things to do in these novels -- balancing 

amusing and interesting characters with situations that inevitably threaten (or deliver) 

tragedy.  Not an easy line to walk.  But I try to frame the tragedy in the outlook of the 

character, and she is, I hope, a caring individual who helps put a perspective on what's 

happening.    

The balance you see in Ill Wind -- for better or worse! -- is pretty much what it was on 

the very first draft.  The same is true for Heat Stroke and Chill Factor; I tend to sharpen 

and focus from my first to second drafts, but I usually don't have to add or remove 

essential elements.  

Vision: The last few questions suggest that your writing style mixes a touch of SF, 

Fantasy, Romance, and Mystery together. Is it fair to say genres don't necessarily have 

sharp dividing lines to you?   

RACHEL:  I have a very hard time separating them, it's true.  To me, mixing genres is 

what gives a story real interest, real fire... and I think all stories have elements of 

romance and mystery, action and suspense.  It's just how life operates.  

Vision: This style of mixing genre styles obviously works for you -- and better yet, it 

appears to work for readers, too! Does it work for editors? Or is it something you have 

to push? If so, do you recommend it, or is it just "how you write"?  
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RACHEL:  It's really just how I write.  I always had a hard time coloring within the lines, 

and luckily, my editors have never really had an issue with it.  In fact, for many of them, 

it was a selling point!   

Vision: All of which begs the question: which genre do you prefer? Or in a different 

sense, what genre do you think you write?  

I think I've always really written fantasy, with an element of suspense thrown in -- that 

holds true whether it's a vampire book like The Undead or a suspense novel with 

supernatural elements like Bridge of Shadows.  The only straight genre book I've ever 

really written, I think, would be Exile, Texas, which was a mystery completely without 

any fantastical elements.  

Vision: How has writing changed who you are or how you see the world? Are there 

themes that matter most to you?  

RACHEL:  I think writing has really allowed me to really see people more clearly -- 

almost always for the better.  Redemption, sacrifice, love, honor, courage... These are, 

for me, the themes that hold the most power.  I really love seeing characters overcome 

the barriers within themselves.  

Vision: Do you see the Internet as a good tool for upcoming writers? If it is, how should 

they be using it?  

RACHEL:  I love the Internet.  It's a wonderful research tool, although I use it mostly for 

fact-checking and background.  For answers to spur-of-the-moment need-to-know 

questions, it cannot be beat.  (If I need to know how many cupholders there are in a 

Dodge Viper, I can find out virtually instantly.  Any time, day or night.  How incredibly 
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cool is that?)  It's also an amazing tool for connecting with other writers, readers and 

fans.    

But I still love books.  For bulk, in-depth research, I have entire libraries of non-fiction 

works constantly at hand.  I think it's important for writers not to depend on the Internet 

completely, especially for research.  

Though I don't think it can really be beat for promotion and fast lookups.  And now I'm a 

total iTunes junkie.  

Vision: What do you have coming out that we should be looking for? What sort of 

things do you plan, or hope, to write in the future?  

RACHEL:  As usual, I'm busy... In as close an order as I can remember, here's what's 

coming out in 2005:  

• Chill Factor - third novel of the Weather Warden 

series (Roc, January)  

• What Would Sipowicz Do? - "Extra Points for 

Strippers" - nonfiction essay (BenBella Books, 

February)  

• Red Letter Days: Devil's Bargain -- book one of two 

(Silhouette Bombshell, August)  

• Windfall - fourth novel of the Weather Warden 

series (Roc, November)  

There are also two other essay collections from BenBella to be released in 2005, which 

include my essays on Firefly and Alias.  
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So far as books I'm turning in that will be released in 2006, there are the fifth and sixth 

books of the Warden series, the second Red Letter Days novel, a short story for the 

upcoming anthology My Big, Fat, Supernatural Wedding, and several more BenBella 

essays.  

In mid- to late 2004, I released a Stargate SG-1 licensed novel in the British market 

called Sacrifice Moon (written as Julie Fortune), essays for the BenBella collections 

Seven Seasons of Buffy, Five Seasons of Angel, and Stepping Through The Stargate: 

Science, Archaeology and the Military on Stargate SG-1.  Heat Stroke, the second 

Warden novel, was released in August as well.  

Vision: How many books are in the Weather Warden series, by the way? Or is it open 

ended? (Have I mentioned I'm still a bit upset about Delilah?)  

RACHEL:  We currently have a contract for six books in the series.  And if you're a fan 

of the classic Mustang, not to worry; Mustangs will be making a comeback in Book 5!  

Vision: And about the car-porn (lavish amounts of attention and attraction to fast cars)? 

Are you an unabashed car lover, or do you crave the excitement of speed? And how did 

you settle on the Mustang?   

RACHEL:  That's the funny thing:  I'm not at all a car lover!  But I know people who are, 

and they share their enthusiasm and information with me, thank goodness.  Also, I'm 

not a fashion maven, so there's considerable research that I have to do on that front as 

well.    

And Mustangs are still making a comeback in Book 5.  
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Vision: Thank you for taking the time for this interview. Any last words you have for our 

readers?  

RACHEL:  Thank you so much for letting me blather on and take up your valuable time 

-- it's a delight to have so many people interested in the Warden series, and I count 

myself constantly (and inexplicably) lucky to be so blessed.    

Please join me in sharing the blessings by contributing when and where you can to 

disaster relief organizations.  There's never a time when that goes out of fashion.  

And I wouldn't be here if other people hadn't gone out of their way to take a chance on 

me, encourage me, and offer their advice.  Too many of them to name, but the 

community of writers, editors and fans is a wonderful and magical thing.  Try new 

authors, and read familiar ones as well.  When you find good books, share the word; 

when you can, share your energy and enthusiasm.  It really does make a difference.  

Best wishes, 

Rachel Caine 

http://www.rachelcaine.com/index.html  

http://www.rachelcaine.com/index.html
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Writing Exercise: 

From the last issue: 

Here is one entry from each of the emails I received for the first exercise.  Very nice 

work!  And be sure to look below for the next exercise! 

Irysangel23  

Having a meaningful romance is tricky when she's an eternal virgin, and he's a dead 

guy.  (The Valkyrie Dilemma)  

Margaret Fisk 

She'll do anything to get off Ceric...but will she come to regret it? (Shafter)  

D. M. Bonanno 

A healer haunted by a dead man's memory and her own vow of secrecy. (For I Have 

Sinned, unpublished short story)  

Sten Düring 

One man to change a life; two to change a world. (The Taleweaver) 

Robert Billing 

One woman stands between the Kelsos and unlimited booty. And Jane's not moving. 

(Run from the Stars) 

Emerald 
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Death is ready to claim her next victim, but she's lost the paperwork. 

Craig Allen 

Saving the world is easier than saving one's self.  (Crystal Heart) 

Darwin Garrison 

In Osgormia, magic is not only real but downright dangerous … especially to magicians! 

(Errant Magic) 

Teri Sandstedt 

A throne he can't leave; a war he can't stop; a choice he can't have. (Pretender to The 

Throne) 

Ivo Gonçalves 

Normal people, chosen heroes or mystical creatures? It matters little in the end. (Roses 

of Darkness) 

 Exercise # 2: 

You remind me of someone... 

  

Many people enjoy 'casting, their novels with familiar faces from movies and television, 

and sometimes even musicians or characters from other books.   So here is a fun little 

chance to cast your novel.  Cast as many or as few of the characters as you like.  
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Example: 

From my unwritten novel, Resolutions of Trust: 

Fayette is a slightly older version of Lilah from the Angel series... and with fewer morals. 

There's a rather frightening idea for a character. 

Emil is a young Lou Diamond Phillips -- just off the streets, tough and hungry, and 

willing to bend personal morals, although he balks at injury to others. 

Have fun!  I'll copy one or two of your casting experiments for the next issue. 

Email to: zette@cableone.net (Please note that the Subject is Exercise2.) 

  

mailto:zette@cableone.net?subject=Exercise2
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The Write Stuff: Aviation for Authors 

By Robert Billing 
© 2005, Robert Billing 

  

The dragon was coming in for a second run, claws extended, 

eighteen feet of silver-scaled leathery wings held in a rigid curve. 

Nicholas Verrin calculated frantically in his mind; seven, perhaps 

eight seconds until it would be in flaming range. But it was already 

in an unclean configuration, sideslipping with its tail hard over, 

pushing the edge of the envelope to lose height faster. 

Nicholas turned to face the monster, watched its huge, dark eyes 

follow him, saw instant death flickering blue in its nostrils and ran, 

diagonally, towards the descending nemesis. 

It kicked hard, tail flicking over, trying to reverse and steepen the 

sideslip, tendons standing out like wires in its wings. For a moment 

it was in trouble, aerodynamic forces tearing at its slab-like 

muscles. 

A moment was all Nicholas needed. He pulled the wand from 

inside his robes and thumbed the safety. With a faint ping and a 

flash of blue-green fire it came alive in his hand. 

Nicholas projected a simple, unfocussed spell that splashed red-

gold against the dragon's hide. 
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It lost control, tumbling out of the sky in a rattling, clanging 

confusion, finally slamming into the granite setts of the roadway 

with a sickening thud. 

  

Dragons and spaceships, talking eagles and vintage warbirds --  things that fly are are a 

staple of fiction that deals with action and adventure. If, as a writer, you can get the 

main characters off the ground, you have at once a planeload of problems and 

opportunities to weave into your stories. Your heroes can escape from the villains by air, 

or chase them in midair. They can get hopelessly lost in minutes, or search for the 

missing member of the party. You can even take the old standbys -- the crash, the 

mechanical fault that's going to bring the hardware down at the crucial moment, and the 

character who can't fly but suddenly has to take over the controls -- dust them off, 

repaint them in fresh colours and use them again. 

Brian Lecomber, himself a display pilot before he took to writing, produced three 

excellent novels containing flying: Talk Down, Turn Killer and Dead Weight. These use 

many stock situations but combine them with complex characters and first-class 

narrative. Of the three, Talk Down is the most interesting to writers because, as well as 

telling a gripping edge-of-the-seat story, Lecomber teaches the reader to fly. There are 

several documented cases of people who have read the book suddenly finding 

themselves having to take over the controls of an aeroplane and pulling off remarkably 

successful landings. 

Writing convincing flying scenes doesn't demand that level of piloting skill. A little 

experience -- just once having held the controls and made the machine turn, climb and 
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descend -- makes a huge difference. Really high quality flight simulation -- the sort of 

thing that involves a mocked up flight deck on big hydraulic jacks -- is almost as good, 

but costs almost as much as flying a real light aircraft. Flight simulation software on 

home computers is almost useless for gaining experience; it can present you with the 

right images and sounds, but it simply doesn't feel like a real aeroplane. 

Consider having one flying lesson if you can possibly afford it. Most flight schools will 

offer a "trial lesson" package which will give you an introduction to the hardware and 

about 30 minutes in the air. 

To help you with your research I've put the technical terms that are worth looking up in 

italics like this. 

Flying things stay up for one of two reasons. Either they are lighter than air -- balloons 

and airships for example -- or they have wings which move through the air. The rotor 

blades on helicopters are really wings -- technically a helicopter is a rotating wing 

aircraft. 

Most of the flying things in fiction, from sparrows to space shuttles, can be thought of as 

fixed wing aircraft -- even if they flap. Understanding how a fixed wing aircraft works, 

and what the controls do, will let you write almost any sort of flying sequence. 

Have a look at a fairly simple aeroplane, for example a single-engined Cessna. The 

wings, seen end on, aren't simple flat sheets, but an elongated teardrop shape, with the 

rounded end at the front or leading edge and the narrow, angular part at the back, 

known as the trailing edge. This shape, known as an aerofoil, has a slight bulge 

upwards, making the top of the wing slightly convex and the bottom sightly concave. 
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This bulge is what makes the aeroplane fly. As the machine moves forward through the 

air the shape of the wing deflects air downwards. Imagine standing on a skateboard 

with someone squirting a fire hose at you. Your body would deflect the water back 

towards the hose but at the same time you'd be pushed backwards. In the same way 

deflecting air downwards produces an upward force on the wing. This is called lift and is 

the reason aircraft stay up. 

The lift has to be enough to carry the weight of the machine, pilot, passengers, cargo, 

and first-class drinks trolley. 

Friction between air and the aircraft creates a force that tries to hold the machine back. 

This called drag. Aircraft designers keep this to a minimum by smoothing the shape of 

the machine into a series of graceful curves. 

The last major force is thrust, which comes from propellers, jet engines, rockets or 

whatever it is that dragons use. 

When an aircraft is flying straight and level at a constant speed the four forces balance: 

lift cancels weight and thrust cancels drag exactly. 

Just flying straight and level isn't that interesting. You want to be able to go somewhere, 

and that means being able to steer and make the aircraft continue more or less in the 

direction you chose. 

Have a look at an aeroplane and a bird. They both have tails which make them stable. 

The aeroplane's vertical fin and the horizontal tailplane both contribute to the 

weathercock effect that makes them able to fly steadily in a straight line. 
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To make an aeroplane climb you need to make the nose point higher. This increases 

the angle of attack of the wings and generates more lift, and up you go. However, it 

increases the drag at the same time and the machine gets slower. To keep climbing you 

need more thrust -- you open the throttles, or if you are a bird you flap like mad. This 

makes sense in another way; you have to work harder to climb a hill than to walk on the 

level. 

To descend you do the opposite -- reduce power and point the nose downwards. 

You control the aeroplane in the up and down direction by pushing or pulling the joystick 

or control column. This is connected, in a simple aeroplane to movable control surfaces 

on the tail called elevators. Pull back on the stick and the elevator folds upwards, the air 

flowing over it pushing the tail down and the nose up. This movement is called a pitch 

change. 

If you let go of the controls now the nose will fall, the aeroplane will speed up, the nose 

will rise slightly, and the whole thing will go through a few oscillations before settling 

back into straight and level flight. To keep a climb or descent going there is a tiny 

control surface, worked by a hand wheel, called a trim tab, at the back of one elevator. 

This can be used to hold the elevators up or down for long climbs and descents. 

Turning is a little more complicated. To make an aeroplane turn right you first make it 

bank to the right, left wing up, right wing down. Moving the joystick, or turning the 

control wheel or yoke to the right, moves little surfaces called ailerons, which are near 

the ends of the wings. In this case the left-hand one goes down, the right-hand one 

moves up, and between them they roll the machine to the right. 
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Once you have rolled to the right the lift from the wings isn't pulling straight up, it's 

pulling a bit to the right as well. The aeroplane will now start moving to the right. At the 

same time you push gently with your right foot on the right pedal; this moves the rudder 

and causes the machine to change the way it's pointing -- it begins to yaw to the right. If 

you get these movements exactly synchronised you can balance the angle of bank and 

the centrifugal force in the turn in such a way that the passengers' drinks stay right way 

up. There is an instrument called a turn co-ordinator (which is a fancy name for a ball in 

a glass U-tube) to help you do this. If the ball isn't in the middle you simply press harder 

on the pedal that it indicates. 

When turning, you are using some of the lift to pull the machine around the corner. As 

always this increases drag, so you need more thrust. The steeper the turn, the more 

thrust you need, and the more centrifugal force you generate. This is the infamous gee-

force that squeezes fighter pilots into their seats. Because you need to pull back hard 

on the controls to keep a high-rate turn going, this is sometimes known as pulling gee. A 

curious side effect of this is that it robs your eyes and brain of blood, which has all slid 

down into the lower parts of your body. This causes a blackout -- you can still feel the 

controls but your vision collapses down to a small grey patch and finally vanishes 

altogether. A small further increase in gee can be dangerous but, when younger, I 

pulled enough gee to black out several times in one flight, practising high-rate turns on a 

C150 Aerobat, and came away with nothing worse than a headache.  

When the aeroplane slows down you can get more lift by pointing the nose higher. This 

increases the angle of attack, so that the airflow meets the wing at a steeper angle. This 

process can't go on forever -- you can't point straight up and stop. There comes a point 

when the airflow stops following the curve of the wing and breaks away in randomly 
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churning confusion. This is called a stall, and when it happens the wings suddenly stop 

generating lift, drag increases sharply, and the nose drops. 

The stall is more startling than dangerous. The recovery action is simple -- just push the 

stick forward and drop the nose even further to reduce the angle of attack and gain 

speed. An aeroplane will normally snap out of a stall in seconds and with a drop of a 

few hundred feet. 

More interesting is the spin. If an aeroplane is turning when it stalls, the slower wing, on 

the inside of the turn, can stall first. The machine then yaws rapidly towards the stalled 

wing, with the result that the other wing never stalls. What happens now is called 

autorotation. The aeroplane flies almost straight down at very low speed, turning at the 

same time. 

The spin is less disturbing than it sounds. It is a very slow flight phenomenon, and 

doesn't involve high levels of gee. The recovery action is simple -- stick in the middle, 

full opposite rudder, push forwards until the spin breaks and the aeroplane comes out 

into a dive. 

A good flight instructor will put the machine into a spin and give the student time to read 

all the instruments, learning how to recognise the situation from the panel, before 

recovering. 

The opposite of a co-ordinated turn is a sideslip. Applying aileron and rudder in opposite 

directions makes the machine crab along sideways. This is a very inefficient form of 

flight, and as such it's a good way of losing height quickly. It also puts a heavy load on 

the airframe, the rigid parts of the aircraft, and if taken to extremes can make bits fall off. 
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When designing an aeroplane the engineers have to compromise between making it fly 

efficiently at high speed -- which needs a flat wing -- and slowing it down enough to land 

-- which needs a wing with more of a curve. To get around this they fit flaps -- hinged 

sections at the back of the wings -- that can be lowered to "curve" the wings, giving 

them more lift at low speed. 

Instead of a speedometer an aeroplane is fitted with an airspeed indicator or ASI, a 

meter which is operated by the pressure of air entering a little tube called a pitot head 

that points forwards. Because the ASI is operated by air pressure, its readings are 

affected by anything that makes the air thicker or thinner. Imagine two aeroplanes flying 

at the same speed, one almost on the ground and the other at high altitude. The ASI in 

the second one will be showing a lower reading because the higher you go the lower 

the pressure and density of the air. The altimeter makes use of this -- it's really just a 

pressure gauge marked in units of height. 

Pilots find the way the ASI works very useful. If the aeroplane does something at a 

particular airspeed, it will do the same thing at the same reading on the dial almost 

regardless of the conditions. So if you make an approach at 65 knots indicated airspeed 

to a runway just above sea level, then on the next day approach an airfield on top of a 

mountain at 65 knots, the aeroplane will behave in the same way both times. Of course, 

when you land on the mountain you will really be travelling a lot faster and need more 

runway length to stop. 

The ASI dial has several coloured markings to show the limits of safe speed. The green 

area is the normal operating range. Above it is the yellow section. The aeroplane will fly 

quite safely in this region, but suddenly banging a control into the stops can cause 
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damage. The amount of control movement you can safely use diminishes with 

increasing speed, until you reach Vne, marked with a little red line on the ASI. The "ne" 

stands for "Never Exceed"; going faster than this puts excessive stresses on the 

machine and can cause failures, such as the wings coming off. 

If you haven't got an ASI -- you are riding a dragon or the pitot head has been shot off 

by the enemy -- you can still see the attitude the machine is in from how far the nose is 

pointing up or down. You can also feel the airspeed through the controls. The faster you 

are going the more strongly the airflow presses on the aircraft and the more resistance 

you feel when you try to move the controls. Big airliners, which have power-assisted 

controls, often have artificial feel -- mechanisms that feed information back to the pilot 

by resisting movements of the controls. 

Now you have mastered the basics let's try a circuit in an aeroplane: take off, once 

round the airfield, and land again. 

Start on the runway, pointing into the wind so that it will help us get to flying speed. 

Open the throttle all the way and glance at the gauges to make sure the engines are 

working properly. We're starting to roll now, steering with the rudder pedals which are 

connected to the nosewheel. The speed is building up; the ASI is beginning to read. 

Have another quick look at the gauges. The ASI is reading higher and the aeroplane is 

feeling lighter, coming alive in your hands. Glance at the ASI; almost flying speed. She's 

thinking about going, she wants to go, so rotate, come gently back on the stick and 

we're off the ground. 

Settle her in the climb, 500 feet per minute will do, and make a gentle climbing turn to 

your left onto the crosswind leg. Level off at 1000 feet, throttle back to cruise and turn 
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left again onto the downwind leg. See the runway, over there? Fly parallel with it and 

run through the downwind checklist. Everything is looking good, so turn left again onto 

the base leg, throttle right back and descend. We're going to need flaps, so move the 

switch down one, two clicks and adjust the trim. Six hundred feet; turn left into final 

approach and line up with the runway. We're down to approach speed now and the 

controls feel soggy in your hands. Trim again, get her right and she'll fly the approach 

hands-off. Runway is coming up to meet us, so ever-so-gently come back on the stick to 

slow the descent. Close the throttle, finally. The main wheels kiss the concrete with a 

quiet thump and rattle, the airspeed unwinds, the nosewheel makes contact and we're 

down. 

Like to try another one? 

That's what flying is like on a nice clear day with the wind straight down the runway. In 

real life you will meet up with howling crosswinds, bird strikes, and weather so thick you 

can't see anything. Instrument flying, substituting the dials on the blind flying panel for 

being able to see where you are going, is a huge subject and beyond the scope of this 

article. 

Now that you can fly the next step is to go somewhere, and that means navigation. It's 

perfectly possible to find your way around by following line features such as rivers, 

roads and railways. Lakes, woods and towns are clearly visible from the air and make 

good landmarks. The shape of a town or lake can easily be matched to its shape on a 

map; the easiest way is to count the things that go in and out: a river running north-

south, two roads to the west and one to the east, for example. 
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Eyeball navigation can be helped along by instruments. A magnetic compass and an 

accurate watch are enough for most purposes. Correct the indicated airspeed for 

altitude and the effect of the wind, do a little bit of simple geometry, and you can find 

your way by dead reckoning. Your accuracy will improve with experience. There are 

several white horses cut into chalk hillsides in the west of England, and I used to 

practise by spending an afternoon finding all of them. 

There's nothing like navigation to teach you about self-deception. It's very easy to see a 

ground feature and convince yourself it's the one you want to see, then do the same 

with the next until you are so hopelessly off-course that something horrible happens, 

such as suddenly realising that you have infringed the controlled airspace at 

somewhere like Heathrow, or that you are crossing the target area of a military firing 

range and a Harrier with a live weapon load is closing on you. Both of these have 

happened to me, though mercifully neither ended in tragedy. 

It's up to you, the writer, to decide how you will use flight in your stories. Be prepared to 

do a lot of research. Read, search the web, network with people who fly. You can get a 

lot of background from the novels of writers who are themselves involved in or 

knowledgeable about flying, such as Brian Lecomber, Nevil Shute, Len Deighton, and 

David Beaty. 

Try to find new twists on the stock situations, or concoct new ones. Think of new things 

that could cause in-flight emergencies. 

It's important to try to master the language of aviation. Flyers are naturally calm, 

unflappable people who think things through quickly before acting, and this is reflected 

in the way they talk. The correct phrase is not "Everything's jammed solid!" but "I have a 
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control restriction"; not "I'm going to crash!" but "Difficulty maintaining altitude." Don't 

shout, "It's coming to bits!" when a quiet "partial engine failure" conveys your meaning. 

And finally, should your characters find themselves hopelessly outnumbered in a 

dogfight, the appropriate term is not "There's hundreds of the beggars after me!" but 

"I'm in a target-rich environment." 

  

Some useful websites: 

Cessna single-engined aircraft (I learned to fly on these):  

http://se.cessna.com/  

The Nevil Shute Norway Foundation:  

http://www.nevilshute.org/  

An interview with Brian Lecomber: 

http://genres.ukauthors.com/modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid=134  

British Civil Aviation Authority:  

http://www.caa.co.uk/  

US Federal Aviation Administration:  

http://www.faa.gov/   

http://se.cessna.com/
http://www.nevilshute.org/
http://genres.ukauthors.com/modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid=134
http://www.caa.co.uk/
http://www.faa.gov/
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The Sacrifice of Writing 

By Jolene Dawe 
© 2005, Jolene Dawe 

  

Odin hung on the World Tree to gain the runes.  It wasn't an easy sacrifice, as the story 

goes.  Depending on your source, he either hung by his neck or pierced himself to the 

trunk of the tree by his own spear.  Either way, he bled.  He suffered unrelenting hunger 

and thirst.  On the ninth day, he saw shapes within the Well at the foot of the Tree.  He 

reached down, struggling despite the pain, and picked those shapes up.  They were 

runes, mysteries of the North, filled with power and magic.  With the runes, one can 

manipulate wyrd.   

It's sort of like writing.   

Actually, it's a lot like writing.  In the Norse pantheon, Odin is a god of, among other 

things, inspiration and communication.  He (along with his two brothers) is responsible 

for giving humankind breath, intelligence, and consciousness.  His hunger for 

knowledge is insatiable, leading him all over the worlds, always seeking. 

When he climbed that Tree, he didn't know what was going to happen.  He knew he'd 

be sacrificing himself, but he didn't know what, if anything, he would gain from it.  This is 

a feeling many of us have when we sit down with a blank page and start writing.  All we 

know is that there are words within us that must be let out.  Often we'll have some idea 

of what we want to do with these words; other times, it's just the need to write.  We sit 

and we type and we hope that something good will come from it. 
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We sacrifice time that could be spent on other projects and activities.  The sacrifice 

could be big or small -- a relationship, or just a few hours in evening.  The point is, we 

are willing to give these things up to write.  Like Odin on the Tree, we don't know if we 

are going to lose everything for nothing, or if we are going to give everything up only to 

gain back ten times more.  It's a decision we all have to face, in one form or another.   

You cannot write without putting the time into it, and when you have a day full of 

responsibilities already, carving out a chunk of time to write can be near impossible.  So 

we sacrifice reading that novel sitting on our to-be-read shelf, or we sacrifice a night out 

with friends, or we sacrifice that new movie we want to see.  The sacrifices are often 

ones we would rather not make -- I like going out with friends, personally, and I want to 

read more than I do now, not less -- but then, if they weren't, they wouldn't really be 

sacrifices.  

Then I start a new project, like Odin picking up a new rune, and the mysteries within the 

story captivate me.  There is awkwardness and pain and excitement and a whole world 

of discoveries waiting to be made, and for a time, the awareness of what I'm sacrificing 

in order to write falls to the wayside.  I create.  I shape.  I control the wyrd of my 

creation.  I use inspiration to communicate with the world around me, and the world, in 

turn, feeds the inspiration.  Sometimes, the inspiration is an endless banquet, feeding 

me until I can eat no more.  At other times, I have to root around in a seeming desert to 

find the smallest bits of nourishment.  Either way, my awareness is focused on the 

creating, on the shaping. 
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It's after the project is finished that the awareness returns, and with it, the fear.  What if 

the sacrifice was too dear?  What if I risked all for nothing?  What if it never pays off?  

For me, these fears are more chilling than the fear of a blank page.  For me, this is 

when the fear of failure sets in. 

And, for me, this is when I look to Odin and the Tree.  I'm reminded that I am not the 

only person, not the first person, and surely not the last person, who has to give up in 

order to gain.  I'm not alone in my willingness to risk much to gain much.  There's no 

guarantee that I'll ever gain anything beyond the joy of writing, and that's okay.  It's not 

going to stop me from reaching.  
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A Model for Knowing Your Character 

By Leigha Dickens 
© 2005, Leigha Dickens 

Some of the most important elements of any work of fiction are the people who are 

created to live the story.  The characters are the people who experience the events, to 

whom readers relate, and through whom the concept of the story can be revealed.  No 

matter how great a plot or setting you have, if readers don't care what happens to your 

characters they're not going to want to read your great plot.  So it's important to create 

believable, charismatic and lovable characters that the reader can identify with and 

become attached to. 

In order to do this, it is essential for you, the author, to know your character.  Know him 

backwards and forwards, inside and out.  Know his thoughts and dreams; know what he 

hates; know what makes him tick; know his favorite type of salad dressing if that will 

help you to develop him. The more you know about your character the more you can 

pour into your writing and the more the reader will know, and potentially like, about him. 

In this article I will talk about a helpful outlining method I use with my novels to get to 

know my characters well enough to write about them.  

First, a word on creating characters. 

Basing characters on established stereotypes might not be a good idea.  Why would 

they be stereotypes unless they had been used so much in a particular role that they 

become repetitive enough to be considered stereotypical?  Everyone likes to meet 
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unique, interesting people in real life, and readers want to meet unique people in print.  

Make your characters unique.  

One of the best ways to invent unique characters is, oddly enough, to steal.  Steal the 

personalities of real people that you know and incorporate them into your story.  Many 

writers do this (even subconsciously), and, in fact, it's pretty hard not to base your 

characters off of real people in some ways.  We meet interesting people, and somehow 

parts of them end up in our writing.  There's nothing wrong with this, and, in fact, basing 

characters off of real people is a great way to make the characters seem realistic.  We 

observe the people around us and see which qualities work in which situations, and we 

use this knowledge to make our characters better.  Realistic people make realistic 

characters, and we wouldn't be able to write great stories if we didn't have a good 

understanding of people.  Base one character solely on one person, or take aspects 

from many different people and put them into one protagonist.  Understand what makes 

people have emotions, and how different people react in different situations.  You don't 

have to be a psychologist, but it never hurts to observe.  That's right: writing can be a 

very interdisciplinary art form.  

Once you have you basic characters down, it's time to elaborate.  People are extremely 

complicated and often very deep beings, and it's important to reflect this depth in your 

writing.  Some writers are able to simply start writing and develop their plot and 

characters as they churn out the word count.  Some writers like to plan a little more 

before they begin.  But even if you're an organic writer, it doesn't hurt to get a clear idea, 

even if only in your head, of more than just the character's name and basic personality.  

Think about her childhood, her background, who her friends and enemies are, her 

hobbies, dislikes, etc.  You don't necessarily have to know her favorite color or the 
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names of every one of her second cousins unless it's relevant to the story, but 

sometimes adding little details can make your character richer.  And of course, the more 

important to the story a character is, the more development is needed.   

I use a chart formula to plan out my characters.  This chart contains 8 or 9 basic, often 

story-related questions about behavior and personality on the front of a piece of paper, 

and a hand drawn picture of my character on the back.  The questions I use are 

personality-based subjects I feel I need to know in order to make my current story work.  

Social Interaction describes how the person feels and acts when around other people.  

Does he love being the center of attention, or is he shy, or anywhere in between?  Does 

he lie to people? What kinds of people does he make friends with?  What kinds of 

personalities bother him?  What do other people think of him?  

Miraze Anhufor is socially active.  She is generally well liked, but rubs some people the 

wrong way.  She enjoys people and, admittedly, likes attention a bit too much.  She has 

a tendency to stretch the truth to get people to listen to her stories and loves being the 

center of attention.  She is definitely an extreme drama queen.  She is also very good at 

encouraging people and helping them get through difficult emotions.  Sometimes she 

has changing moods that are difficult for others to keep up with.  

Against Adversity describes how characters react when things get tough.  This is a 

pretty important field, since most stories involve things getting tough at some point or 

other. 

Miraze does become afraid, but she also becomes excited.  She's a person who kind of 

likes dealing with excitement and adventure.  Because of her family, she disciplines 
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herself to be calm and brave.  She likes to be flashy and elaborate with her combat 

skills sometimes.  Her main flaw, partially because she likes adventure so much, is that 

she is often rash and jumps to conclusions about things.  She is a very impulsive 

person.  

With Power relates an interesting, and often untested, side of our characters.  I chose 

to add it to my chart because of an inspiring quote I heard by Abraham Lincoln: "Any 

man may stand adversity, but if you want to test his character, give him power."  It might 

be useful to add whether characters make good leaders or are better followers.  

Miraze would probably get carried away if she had too much power, because of her 

rash nature. People might not believe much she said, unfortunately, since her habit of 

stretching the truth is widely known.  But she does have an excellent understanding of 

people and could use this to help others.  Despite her love of adventure and being the 

center of attention, she knows deep down it's not really her place to lead and usually 

does not offer to take the lead in a group of people. 

By Herself describes how a character acts when no one else is around.  This could 

include hobbies and interests, as well as whether she likes to think out loud or sing in 

the shower.  

By herself Miraze likes to think.  She enjoys her alone time, and works on dream control 

(while sleeping).  She likes to read and draw, and she likes to learn about other people. 

Cares About describes the things that matter most to a character.  A lot of times, these 

are the things that really make a person who they are. 
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Miraze cares about proving her place among her people, and about being respected as 

more than just the often-foolish daughter of the queen.  She cares about helping others 

and helping the cause her people are fighting for.  She cares about being part of the 

action, part of the adventure.  She also cares very deeply about her family and friends, 

and she holds her own set of moral values very highly.  

Thinks of Herself.  We all have three personalities: who we are, who we think we are, 

and who we want to be.  A lot of the way a person acts can be based on how she thinks 

of herself, or how she wants to be or wants others to think she is.  This can tell us a lot 

about the level of self-confidence a character has.  

Miraze sees herself as brave, strong, beautiful, smart, willful, and, yes, impulsive.  She's 

not conceited; at times, all of those things can indeed be true about her, if not quite as 

often as she thinks.  She feels like she is in her mother's shadow and tries to break out 

of it.  For the most part she sees herself pretty realistically, except that she isn't aware 

of the extent of her rashness, or that others know and roll their eyes when she tells a 

story and stretches the truth. 

Logical? This category could probably go inside of the against adversity section, but I 

leave it out for a quick reference, since the ability to be logical, or the debate of logic 

verses intuition, can also determine the way a person acts.  

Strengths and Weaknesses are always important to know about.  What is she good 

at?  What is she terrible at?  What does she think she's good at but really isn't good at 

at all? 
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Miraze has a particular talent for having lucid dreams.  She can be aware that she's 

dreaming and use this awareness to control her dreams, and really have a grand old 

time.  She also can control her dreams to an extent where she can see other events 

and sense other people's emotions.  She's also good at understanding other people, 

and good at counseling them.  Her weakness is her rashness and tendency to jump into 

things without thinking them through.  

Other is a place to throw things in that don't go anywhere else, or to add things I decide 

on later.  If you're a forgetful person, this is a good place to make a note about minute 

details (e.g. you mention in chapter 5 that Sally is a vegetarian and want to make sure 

you don't write about her eating a hamburger in chapter 20).  

The best thing about this system for me is that it does a very thorough job in describing 

the character, but is also flexible.  Entries don't have to be written in paragraph form, 

and can be erased or changed as the character evolves on paper. 

I also like having a picture on the back because it gives a visual reference to my 

character and makes him seem more real to me.  Even though I'm not a good artist by 

any means, having some kind of visual aid is useful.  Sometimes I set my character up 

and have him watch me while I write out his big scene. 

When I have a lot of characters in one novel, sometimes I color code the character files 

to help me flip through and find the ones I need easier.  Main characters are written on 

blue paper or have some kind of blue mark on them, important secondary characters 

are marked in red, minor characters in purple, and bad guys in green.  This way I can 

flip through and pull out the characters I need instantly.  
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When it comes to my characters, I find I tend to be a very social person.  I like to 

interact with them in my mind in order to get to know them better on paper.  Some might 

say that one of the insanities of a writer is that she creates for herself lots of imaginary 

friends.  Of course, no model can take the place of the way a character comes alive and 

grows through the pages of a story, but getting to know her very well outside of the 

manuscript can offer you, the writer, valuable insights into just how she fits into your 

scheme.  
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Expert Witnesses:  

Choosing and Interviewing Subjects 

By Christa M. Miller 
© 2005, Christa M. Miller 

 "Write what you know" might be the most often-provided, yet least understood, advice 

writers receive. How can a dockworker write a medical story, or a housewife a police 

procedural? Of the appropriate answers, none of them involves becoming a doctor or a 

detective. 

First, you can pick up biographies, manuals, memoirs, textbooks, trade magazines, and 

other professional publications that provide details of a field you want to write about. 

Reading fiction in your desired genre also helps. But perhaps the closest you can get to 

a profession without being in it is to interview its professionals. Asking questions to get 

someone's thoughts about her everyday routine, emotions and problems, and 

exceptional memories is a great way to get authentic plot and character material for 

your story. So how do you get to this point? Where do you start, when, and with whom? 

When I decided to write police procedural stories and articles, I realized my police cadet 

experience in a medium-sized New England town wasn't enough. For one thing, it'd 

been nearly ten years; for another, as much as I'd witnessed, there was much more I 

hadn't. Because books reiterated much of what I already knew, I decided to interview. 

Before calling anyone, I made sure I plotted and characterized my story as best I could. 

I got specific enough to know what information I'd need, but left my plans open to 
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change. I made a list of questions, ranging from basic ones that set the tone for both 

story and interview to complex questions. 

I then made a list of the people I needed to contact, breaking it down according to plot 

and character needs. Using my former contacts and the Internet, I identified officers I 

used to know who could answer my questions about patrol, detective work, and 

command. I initially contacted them via letter explaining who I was and what I needed, 

and I included a business card with contact information. I made sure to call within 10 

days if I didn't hear back. It wasn't long before I got my first interview, then the second.  

What did I learn from my experiences? First, work only with interviewees you feel 

comfortable with. I figured my high comfort level with police officers would make 

interviews easy, and in most cases that was true. But I forgot they'd view me as 

"media," which many people -- not just cops -- are wary of. So although I achieved an 

instant rapport with some people, others were defensive to the point of being cryptic. 

Because you, like me, might need to ask tough questions about ethics, criminal 

conduct, or other controversial issues, you need someone who won't be offended when 

you bring these up. When you're making contacts, play the field -- don't rely on a subject 

simply because she's the first one you contacted. 

Also keep in mind that many workplaces have policies prohibiting employees from 

talking to media. If a potential interviewee mentions such a policy (or just his personal 

preference), respect his wishes. Ask him to refer you to his supervisor or public 

information officer. Clearly explain your needs and offer, in writing if necessary, to keep 

interviewees and/or their workplaces anonymous. Remember that when you're asking 

about a specific event, or legal or medical matters, you still might not get what you 
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need. At this point, think about seeking a more neutral interviewee, or changing the 

situation you want to use. 

A comfortable venue is as important as a comfortable host. Again, don't go where you 

aren't comfortable. I once interviewed a detective, at his choosing, in his department's 

interview/interrogation room. This seemed sensible, because the room afforded privacy 

as well as a videocamera. Half an hour into the interview, though, I became acutely 

aware of the room's small size and stuffy atmosphere. Fortunately I was able to joke 

about "interview room psychology" -- and learned never to use one again! I've also done 

interviews in police cruisers and on a flight line, one-on-one and with groups. 

Be flexible. During my interview of one school resource officer, he got a call about a 

truant student possibly in trouble downtown. He asked if I wanted to ride along, and I 

agreed. He got his student, and I got important insight to his job. The moral of the story 

is that some of your best material will come from completely spontaneous situations. 

How well you adapt often determines the quality of the material you get -- and thus 

possibly the success of your story. 

Your story is dynamic, and so should be your research process. As you draft your story, 

you'll change both characters and plot, so it's important to maintain ties -- over the long 

term, if necessary -- with your interviewees. You'll probably find that answers you 

couldn't start without lead to other questions later on, or even become irrelevant. 

Finally, I learned that as important as realism is, it shouldn't mean artistic-license 

cancellation. Even in the real world, anything is possible. Much happens outside the 

bounds of policy, standard operating procedure, or other rational constructs. So instead 

of "realistic," think more in terms of "plausible." The best science fiction isn't realistic -- 
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the stories' technology or worlds don't exist -- but it is plausible, because the writers 

have done their homework. And don't forget that well-crafted characters and plot often 

do much of the work of making a scenario "plausible." 

Finding and working with interview subjects can be a lot of fun. Interviewing helps you 

establish contacts for future projects, whether you work with the same interviewees or 

they refer you elsewhere. Remember that everyone you meet is a potential interviewee, 

be it the firefighter who rescues your cat or your religious adviser. And those on whom 

you make a good impression might just help your cause in ways you never thought of. 

Be professional. Know your needs. Be flexible. And have fun! 

  

Copyright 2001 Christa M. Miller CMiller@gwi.net 

Christa M. Miller is a freelance writer based in Waterboro, Maine. 
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Research-- Who Needs It? 

By Rachel Kaufman 
© 2005, Rachel Kaufman 

  

Research is an essential part of a writer's toolkit. In this issue you'll read about how to 

do it, where to do it, why to do it. In this article you'll read about when not to do it. 

Research is better at sucking your writing time down the drain faster than, well, 

something that sucks writing time down the drain really fast. I've lost count of the 

number of times I've opened a book or fired up Google to look up "just one little thing,"  

and, three hours later, have returned to my writing with plenty of interesting but useless 

knowledge*, but no memory of where my plot was going next. This is, obviously, bad.  

I've learned from a few of these accidents is this.  If it's not crucial, it can wait. Time to 

kill off your inner fact-checker, who is the second cousin to your inner editor. If you 

haven't banished your personal inner editor yet, they work in tandem, and if you have 

managed to slay the editor, the fact-checker is going solo and wants foul, bloody 

revenge. "What if that's not the right word? Are you sure that's a hoe your farmer is 

using and not a rake? How can you possibly plan to have your hero ride horseback to 

the castle if you've never been on a horse in your life? And that romance novel you 

were thinking of writing? Forget about it. You wanted to set it in San Francisco, and 

you've only been there once, ten years ago. Stop what you're doing--right now! Not 

another word! Look all this up. Make sure you get everything correct or your angry 

readers will let you know." 

http://lazette.net/vision/Issue26/Researchwhoneeds.htm
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Tell that fact-checker to stop nagging, and reclaim your writing time with two simple 

steps. 

Step One. Ask yourself: Is it crucial? Is it specific to the plot, characterization, or setting 

of your story, or is it just a fact that gets a one-line mention and is never heard from 

again? Is it something you need to describe in detail or use more than once? If not, 

proceed to Step Two. 

Step Two. Repeat these words, as often as it takes: "It's only the first draft." If it's not 

crucial, it can be left blank to be fixed in the next draft. Think about all the plot twists that 

won't be brought to a standstill because you didn't have to stop and look up a 

meaningless fact! 

Before you read any further, let me reiterate that I'm not advocating a writer ignore the 

importance of research. You have to know your world as well as you know your 

characters. Better, maybe. People are unpredictable, so characters are allowed to act 

inconsistently. Worlds aren't. If your hero wields a sword, you'd better know as much as 

possible about swords. What metals are they made of? (Iron.) How much do they 

weigh? (Medieval one-handed swords weighed typically between two and a half to four 

pounds.) How do you hold them? What moves can your character perform with the 

sword? You get the idea. If your heroine is a hermit in the woods and you don't know a 

porcupine from a pinecone, you'd better do some reading on typical flora and fauna in 

the kind of climate in which you've set your story. And if you do make a crucial mistake, 

your readers will let you know. 

The secret is as long as you let yourself know you might be making a mistake, you can 

feel free to make as many of them as you want, with the promise to fix them later.  
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Say you're happily plugging away at a historical romance, when all of a sudden a minor 

character, who up until now you've been referring to as "the elderly servant," jumps in 

your face and grabs a couple witty lines, a backstory, and a role as your heroine's 

mentor and protector. He suddenly needs a name. Your first instinct would be to hit up 

your favorite research books or websites and look up historically accurate servant's 

names for that time period, right? But you've got some great lines you still want this guy 

to say, and a great idea for a new scene now that this character is more prominent, and 

you're worried if you don't get it all down right away, you'll lose it.  

Leave his name blank. Continue to call him "the elderly servant" or make up a weird 

punctuation cocktail of brackets, asterisks, italics, whatever you need to do to convey to 

yourself the concept [Insert Name Here] until you've gotten down everything you need 

to, including your wordcount quota for the day (if you do things like that). After that you 

and your inner fact-checker can research to your hearts' content and finally name the 

darn guy. A simple find-and-replace is all it will take to get your story looking good as 

new again. 

This works for pretty much everything. Your heroine is lost in the woods with no food, 

and it's cold? "She was sure she would starve, until she found an [Insert hardy, edible 

plant here]." (Leeks or sweet onions are a good bet, as they can be found very late in 

the growing season.) Your hero is in Manhattan and needs to get to Central Park by 

subway? "He swiped his fare card and descended down the reeking cement stairs. After 

[Insert travel time here--how long does it take to get to Central Park from Chinatown? 

Will he need to transfer?], he once again saw sunlight as he climbed up to the entrance 

of Central Park." 
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Of course, there are many times when preliminary research is much more helpful than 

the "oh well, I'll fix it later" method. If a majority of your story takes place in Manhattan, 

you'll probably want to research the city first. If most of your story is set on or around 

ships, researching ships first and writing second will save you lots of heartache in the 

long run. But for every time you run into this situation, there are twice as many times 

when you need to pin down that one, niggling fact, and sometimes it doesn't matter 

whether you nail it before or after the rest of the page, scene, or chapter is written. 

Remember as you write, it's only the first draft. You can fix your mistakes in the second 

draft. The first draft, as you've been told hundreds tens many (look this up. How many 

"Don't panic, it's only the first draft" articles has the average writer read in his or her 

lifetime?)** times, is for your words. They don't have to be perfect. They don't even have 

to be correct. They just have to be there. 

  

*Example Tidbit: Ingesting too much of the Foxglove plant can cause you to see 

everything in a shade of blue, unless it stops your heart and kills you. Cool, but mostly 

useless, unless you need to poison a character or make him colorblind. 

**See how easy and painless that was? You can do it, too! 

  

http://lazette.net/vision/Issue26/Researchwhoneeds.htm
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The Pitfalls of Researching Unawares 

By Stacey Moye 
© 2005, Stacey Moye 

  

Imagine you're writing a science fiction thriller about a nuclear weapon that gets a mind 

of it's own. Your main character is a bald man in his late thirties who is divorced and 

spends his days plumbing and his nights soldering together old circuit boards. But since 

this is a tale of fiction, there is no need to spend writing time in research, so you type 

merrily on. You create whole worlds and intricate characters on the concept of this 

devastating weapon that threatens nations with destruction if they do not cooperate. 

You've set the whole thing in motion with layers of conflict and witty dialogue. You've 

even managed to throw in some foreshadowing and overtones of current 

socioeconomic dilemmas. Now, at that critical moment where the weapon has reached 

0:01 on the counter and your balding thirty-something protagonist has to act, you've 

penned in 'And then he unplugged it.' 

Think anybody would read the next book? I know I wouldn't. It's fine to say that the 

weapon didn't detonate. It's nearly expected. But most readers know that nuclear 

weapons don't plug in, and so they don't unplug. So why research? For credibility as an 

author, for reader loyalty and for description that keeps your reader's attention in the 

story where it belongs.  

And it's not just the threat of nuclear holocaust or the loss of a world that will hurt your 

reputation. Everything matters. It can be any little bit of misinformation that will lead 
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readers to dismiss a book, and possibly it's author as well. A piano with 89 keys, an 

automatic transmission in a semi, a woman who gets feline aids from her cat: all can be 

fatal to a fiction writer's career. 

Thus, the research is essential. Even in a fantasy world construct, it must be done. The 

truth of research is the framework around which one can weave great fiction. However, 

there are pitfalls for the writer that are hidden in reference books that make researching 

difficult. Often we find that distractions are the number one enemy of the writer, and this 

includes researching. 

Writer's block keeps many writers from finishing their stories. It is often the result of fear 

that if he continues, he will destroy the story or that if he finishes, he'll have to market it. 

Both are symptoms of a fear of failure. If nothing is done, then nothing is failed.  

The flip side of this--and most often ignored-- is that if nothing is done, nothing is 

accomplished either. The same holds true for researcher's block. Researcher's block is 

when you don't finish researching, or worse yet don't continue to research because 

you're afraid to start writing.  

To combat this fear I've noted seven traps to be aware of when executing a research 

project:  

1. Don't be intimidated.  A good way to avoid researcher's block is by clearly 

identifying what you need to know beforehand, and by creating a well formed outline, 

which can act as a guide for research as well as for writing.  Also, it is essential that you 

know "how much" you need to know. A good way to do this in a fantasy or science 
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fiction world is to write the rough draft first, demarcating the areas where you need to do 

more research. An example of this from my own writings is shown below. 

She skirted them, parallel to the road until she was up against the back of the {town's 

square}. 

During rewrites, it is very easy to pick out the container tags and research that item until 

you find the information to complete the writing. You can use these tags to stand in for 

anything from a word or name to entire paragraphs about something you can't describe 

because you haven't researched it yet. 

2. Don't lose sight of the goal. The reason you are researching is to gather 

information by which you can write an informed and therefore believable story. When 

asked what the difference was between fiction and reality, Tom Clancy replied "Fiction 

has to make sense." Often in research we run across information links that lead us to 

more great information. Some finds give us new story ideas, or help us flesh out existing 

ideas. Some add another layer of depth to a fictitious landscape. While this information 

might be a gold mine for the writer, it is important to stay on task. If it is not what you 

need for your current project, make a note of what you found and where, and go back to 

it when a story isn't waiting to be written.  

3. Don't get distracted. If researching at home, do your best to clear your workspace of 

anything that might distract you. As with writer's block, researcher's block will have you 

conquering the CoffeeMug Castle with the Paper Clip Brigade if you don't remain 

focused. Try to set a schedule. Estimate how much time you will need to research a 

certain topic and set a timer for yourself.  
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Another thing that will help this is your location. The library is a fantastic place to get 

some serious researching done. It has all the reference resources you could want and 

little else to distract you. Although most writers could spend days at their local library 

happily perusing, the researching writer will be more apt to stay on task there-- where all 

of the creature comforts of home are removed.  

4. Don't relive your past. Many times in fantasy writings I have researched how far a 

human could go over rough terrain, how fast a horse can travel on a dirt road or how 

long a ship can stay out at sea under favorable conditions. Now, any time I need this 

information again, I look in my personal vertical file. The vertical file at the library has 

newspaper clippings arranged by subject which can be very useful for research. You 

can also make one of your own. Any time you come across information that might be 

useful in the future, make a copy of it and a copy of the title page of the book you found 

it in and place them both in a file under the subject. If the idea of an alphabetical file 

system scares you, or you're concerned you will look under 'Horses' for a horse's travel 

pace instead of 'Travel', then consider using a system already in place. The Dewey 

decimal system covers every subject and can expand to include new subjects as well. I 

keep my own vertical file right by the desk where I write and refer to it often. 

5. Don't forget friends at the library. Most librarians are not in it for the money, and 

certainly not for the fame. They are in it for the books. The library gets books from book 

sellers who get books from publishers. Publishers get books from writers like you. So 

don't forget to recruit a librarians help when researching something. Most of the time all 

it takes is for you to say "I'm a writer and I'm looking for information on--" and they will 

usually bend over backwards to help you. In a sense, helping you keeps them in 

business. 
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6. Don't become a researcher dot-com. The Internet is a vast sea of information. The 

problem with that is that on the Internet there isn't a filter. Anybody can publish anything. 

Because of this, there is a wealth of misinformation on the information highway. Do your 

research on the web with caution. There are many trusted sites that contain plenty of 

easy access, current and accurate information. Keep these in folders in your favorites 

file. Use caution whenever using something off the web and always, always double 

check with other sources. Have at least three sources when you get something off the 

web.   

7. Don't be a window shopper on the web's storefront. In traditional research there 

is enough danger of over-researching, but on the web this danger triples. It is just too 

easy to get caught up in a tidbit of juicy info on an off site, decide to check your email or 

the weather in Vancouver, or to play just one game of Spy Hunter on that online 

emulator. Staying on task can become a real hassle on the web. An easy way to correct 

this is to go to the library to get online. Most of the time there will be nothing at the desk 

to distract you and you are there for one reason and one reason only: research. 

Besides, you would have a hard time talking yourself into playing Joust in full view of the 

public eye.   

So finally you sit down at the library computer, do a few searches on nuclear weapons, 

check out a few books on weapons and develop your machine. You research the town 

that will be your setting and get the basics on circuit boards and how they work. You 

spend an afternoon looking up roto rooters and talking to plumbers so that you will have 

a convincing protagonist, and then the writing can begin!  
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Avoiding the pitfalls of poor research habits can get you from mind to manuscript much 

sooner and simpler. Getting your facts straight will make everything flow smoother and 

have your reader glued to your current book...and maybe looking for your next book 

too.    
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Researching and the 'Net 

How  to (not) get lost while word surfing  

By Paula Offutt 
© 2005, Paula Offutt 

  

The key thing for doing research on the 'net is to know what you are looking for – or at 

least a ball park assumption. The Internet is a vast resource, vast enough that a 

researcher can easily drown. Finding a few main places to start is better than jumping 

right on the Google boat or Yahoo! train. 

If I am looking for a particular term, I know the description but not the word, I often go to 

Wikipedia first. For example, if I want to know what's the name of a horse's hip, I look up 

'horse', of course. If I have the word but don't know if it is the right one, I use the 

WordWeb program. For example, if I have the word flank but don't know if it is the same 

as a horse's hip, I look up just that word. 

Wikipedia is a wonderful site. It is user driven which means anyone can add or edit an 

article. It just keeps growing! When I enter the word 'horse' into the search box, it sends 

me to the main 'horse' page, with references to other meanings of 'horse', such as the 

Chinese calendar. There are links to the rest of the page's main points; a list of 'see 

also'; and a list of 'external links'. Scrolling/clicking down to the anatomy section, there is 

an image of a horse with its pieces parts defined. I click the image and it expands. I can 

then save that image (public domain) to refer to later. 
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WordWeb is a free program, although the paid version of it is well worth the cost. It is 

both a dictionary and a thesaurus. Entering 'horse' gives me five noun definitions and 

one verb. I can click on any of the definitions and it sorts the thesaurus results to show 

only those related to that definition. What makes WordWeb the best though, is its ability 

to work with any program. Highlight a word and hit <control><w>. WordWeb pops up 

with the results. When you find the word you are looking for, click on it and then click 

'replace'. If it can, it will do so. Obviously it can't replace the word on a web page or .pdf 

file. I have used it with MSWord, OpenOffice.org, Mozilla, Netscape, Firefox, 

Thunderbird, and all sorts of things in between. 

But that's simple stuff, easy enough to do while writing and not miss a beat. What if I 

need to know a lot about horses before I start writing so that it comes out evenly? I 

could look up horse in Wikipedia or perhaps even look up horse care. 

What do I want to know about horses? I have a young filly that is going to grow up to be 

a war horse. How old does she need to be before she can be ridden? How old would 

she be at retirement? What exactly is a 'paint'? 

This is where I turn to Copernic, a software program that is a search engine. It uses all 

the other search engines, gathers the information, and filters through it. It will take out 

the duplicates (to a degree) and will take out all dead or broken links. In this case, I 

would do a search on horse care or perhaps adolescent horse care. Copernic can keep 

the searches for me, on my computer, and will even download the pages so I can view 

them off line. I can take searches and move them into various folders. 

If I need a more specific definition or usage, I go to Bartleby's and look through their 

reference selection. Bartleby's has books online, free, that you can do searches of all or 
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just one particular books: from History Encyclopedia to Gray's Anatomy, from Frost to 

Fitzgerald to Oxford Ballads, from American Essays to Booker T. Washington, you'll find 

the reference you need. 

And don't forget Project Gutenberg! There are hundreds, even thousands, of complete 

books, all public domain, that you can download. For example, I was in the chat room 

and mentioned needing a power source that is from the earth itself. Bob mentioned 

Nikola Tesla's experiments. I looked up Tesla on Wikipedia and, among other things, I 

discovered he wrote a book or two. I then went to Project Gutenberg and found them! 

Another resource would be online clubs or groups for that particular subject. Even some 

online stores have links to information on the use of the items they sell. I found this out 

when I was researching bows and again with leather craft. One retailer had a page of 

links, several of which were clubs local to that area. But all three had excellent 

definitions and methods on the use of various bows. 

Instead of doing a search on Yahoo!, browse through the categories instead. You can 

keep narrowing it down until you have exactly what you are looking for. Or you could get 

totally lost. 

When I start researching a particular subject, I have to continually remind myself what I 

am looking for. I tend to start at Slot A then sidetrack to Tab B, with the common 

denominator being quite vague. Let's look at Tesla. I went to Wikipedia then later 

Project Gutenberg. Along the way I read that he used radio frequencies as well. I 

meandered over to the American Radio Relay League (ARRL, the leader of amateur 

radio in the USA) and did a search there for Tesla. While I came up with some good 
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sources of information, I somehow wound up reading about satellite propagation! I kept 

hitting the back button to see how I got there and frankly, I still don't know. 

Remaining on track is a third of the effort of doing research on the internet. Another third 

is knowing what it is you are looking for. And the final third is making sense of it all 

(mileage may vary). 

So be warned! When you go word surfing, you need to remember where you parked 

your board! 

Resources: 

Copernic -- http://www.copernic.com/  

Wikipedia -- http://wikipedia.org 

WordWeb -- http://wordweb.info 

Project Gutenberg -- http://www.gutenberg.org 

Bartleby's - http://bartleby.com/ 

Yahoo! category list - http://dir.yahoo.com/ 

American Relay League - http://www.arrl.org/ 

  

http://www.copernic.com/
http://wikipedia.org/
http://wordweb.info/
http://www.gutenberg.org/
http://bartleby.com/
http://dir.yahoo.com/
http://www.arrl.org/
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Keeping Your Research Researchable 

By Desiree A. McCracken 
© 2005, Desiree A. McCracken 

  

Have you ever lost a piece of research? One of those notes written on a scrap of paper 

(usually the back of an envelope or a bar napkin)? Research: a long and arduous 

process no matter what the subject matter, one that makes me pull my hair out on 

occasion.  

Even simple subjects can require multiple references and for those who write historical 

fiction the references can become astronomical. Keeping up with the material can 

become a job in itself. 

I tried a number of different ways of keeping up with material, from copying the pages to 

putting sticky tabs in the books to creating a database. Unfortunately, none of them 

were workable for me. I wound up losing (or mixing up) the pages I had copied; the 

dogs ate the sticky tabs; and I would consistently forget to update the database. Not to 

mention the time involved. 

Then I developed a more useful way of keeping track of research. The first thing I do is 

construct a list of needed information. I start from the most general and work my way 

down. If I am working on a piece that requires research before I start, such as an article, 

this also helps with brainstorming. For fiction, I may start the list but not do the actual 

research until I am further into the writing of the manuscript. That way I can add any 

other needed topics that come up during the actual writing phase. 
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To keep track of the material, I find that the easiest way for me is to note it directly in the 

manuscript. That way if I need to go back to double check a fact, I have the book, the 

page number and where I found the book right there in the manuscript. It looks 

something like this: (Untitled, Main Library, page 48). 

Be cautious; noting directly in the manuscript has only worked for me when I have only 

one or two reference books to keep track of. In my experience this only works for short 

stories or smaller articles. For a novel or a longer article I follow the next option. 

If I have a lot of material, too much to fit in a note to myself, I keep a running list on a 

separate piece of paper or in a small notebook beside my computer.  

I list the page number in the manuscript, the reference material used, whether or not it is 

hard copy or internet information, the website or library the information came from and 

the page number for the material. 

For example: 

Untitled, Page 23 

Writer’s Digest, December 1999 

Magazine, Personal Library, page 18 

An example of website information looks like this: 

Untitled, Page 32 

www.lazette.net/Vision/submissions.htm 

Submissions 

http://www.lazette.net/Vision/submissions.htm
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This permits me to easily access the information without digging through a multitude of 

scraps of paper (which I tend to accumulate while writing) and also to verify any 

information at a later date if necessary. I file the list with a copy of my manuscript. 

I have also used this notebook method while in the middle of a first draft. I put the page 

number of the manuscript, asterisks in the manuscript body and a note to myself about 

what I need to research. When the first draft is done (or I have to stop because I can’t 

go any further without the information), I have a list of things to look up. This can save 

valuable time as the research can be done in one chunk instead of in starts and stops. 

These tips have saved me a lot time and aggravation on more than one occasion; I 

hope they help you as well. 
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Research On the Go 

By D. M. Bonanno 
© 2005, D. M. Bonanno 

  

Not enough time for research?  Only if you're a writer who believes research is 

conducted by spending hour after hour digging through library stacks, piling the books 

around yourself and reading until your eyes are threatening to leap from their sockets.  

Information can be effectively absorbed in small doses, sitting down or on the go, and in 

ways that may surprise you.  You've made the time to write; now you need to find the 

time to research. 

"I have friendships to maintain."  By all means socialize, but realize that sometimes 

the waiting part of a meeting is an incredible waste of time.  Don't meet at the coffee 

shop, where you can spend fifteen to twenty minutes standing around; meet at the 

library.  Sure there's no latte, but there are reference books and specialized 

encyclopedias to browse. 

Take an interest in your friends' lives.  They possess a wealth of information which they 

impart to you when they complain about work, rant about other problems, and celebrate 

important life events.  There's also the direct approach, where you ask them about their 

experiences and philosophies.  Many people enjoy talking about themselves, and won't 

mind answering your questions.       

"My children require supervision."  Family trips to the museum can both entertain 

children and fulfill your research needs.  Museums are visually oriented in design but 
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appeal to other senses as well.  The Shedd Aquarium in Chicago, Illinois has a tank that 

allows visitors to pet the starfish.  The Museum of Science and Industry, also in 

Chicago, once exhibited the interior of an early passenger aircraft which visitors were 

allowed to walk through.  Experiences such as these can be valuable for your books. 

"I'm not in good health."  How much time have you wasted in doctors' waiting rooms?  

Go ahead, pick up a magazine while you wait, but skip your favorites.  Select one you 

normally wouldn't read.  Unfamiliar subjects will stimulate your mental processes, or 

bore you beyond tears.  These pieces may introduce an aspect of life for your 

characters, or provide sources for your nonfiction writing.  If you dislike or disagree with 

an article, write a better one. 

"I barely have time for errands."  Check-out lines are a blessing in disguise.  Whether 

you're at a supermarket, hardware or craft store, not only will you be able to observe 

other people and their reactions to their environment, you can 'check out' the items that 

are marketed to this crowd: candy racks and gossip magazines at the grocery store; 

screwdriver and home improvement knick knacks at the hardware store; hobby 

magazines at the craft store.  From these items alone, you can now list brand names for 

items you normally wouldn't purchase, or you may be ready to develop your character's 

skills based on a hobby you studied while waiting in that line. 

  

"I manage a busy household."  Place books and magazines in strategic locations so 

you can reference them during short breaks.   

 In the garage or car, while the vehicle warms up and windows defrost.  
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 In the bathroom, while shower water heats and bathtubs drain.  

 In the kitchen, while the oven preheats or bagels toast.  

 By the door, while family members tie shoes and search for wallets and 

eyeglasses and hit the bathroom one last time.  

 In your purse or jacket pocket, to eliminate the need to choose a book to take 

with you on the go.  

Preparation Is Half The Battle 

Library time should be used carefully.  Whether you're supervising children or working 

solo, spend this time researching your topic on library computers.  Make a list of the 

books you'd like to borrow.  If one isn't available at your local branch, you don't need to 

chase all over town; your librarian may be able to have it sent to your branch or you 

may be able to order it yourself through the computer catalog.  Another benefit of the 

computer catalog is renewal via the internet or telephone, saving a half hour trip back to 

the library. 

Once your list is made, you can work off it for some time.  Choose several books to 

check out; then the rest of your library time should be devoted to reference books, those 

wonderfully thick specialized encyclopedias that weigh thirty-two pounds each.  Work 

out of a dedicated notebook, marking page numbers if you prefer reading in order.  If 

your method is to search out concepts, use the index and map the appropriate pages in 

the notebook or lead index card. 

Choose your tools carefully.  Index cards make great bookmarks because they double 

as notepaper.  Notebooks are available in a variety of sizes and styles to fit in easy to 
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access places.  Pens with retractable points save you the trouble of searching for lost 

caps and cleaning up ink spots. 

Can You Find Time For Your Research? 

Create your own research opportunities by studying your day and week. Identify waiting 

or wasted time that can be dedicated to reading a page or a single paragraph.  Even 

reading a few sentences increases your knowledge.  Balance your sources, understand 

your responsibilities, and you'll find the time. 
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Market Report:   

Mar's Market Report #8 

By Margaret McGaffey Fisk 
© 2005, Margaret McGaffey Fisk 

  

Publication announcements from members of online writing communities are valuable 

resources for writers at the beginning of their careers. Though the communities may 

contain members at many levels of publication, overall, markets listed in these 

announcements tend to be open to new writers. 

All the markets presented in this column came from a publication announcement. I 

receive announcements from various sources including Vision; The Critter's Workshop; 

Online Writing Workshop for Science Fiction, Fantasy, and Horror; and the SF and 

Fantasy Workshop. These announcements are all available online. They list markets at 

varying levels of payment so if you use these resources, be careful to research the 

market yourself before submitting. Even the list below should be used as a signpost, 

rather than a definitive answer about any market as situations do change. Reputable 

sites such as www.ralan.com are good places to get the latest news. Ralan's and 

Quintamid Market Database have been known to have information not yet listed on the 

publisher website. However, always check the publisher's guidelines as well. 

While some of the markets that appear in this column might not offer "pro" rates, they all 

provide some compensation.  In my opinion, offering payment is an indication of the 

editor/publisher's commitment and so, in many cases, markets with some compensation 

http://www.ralan.com/
http://www.quintamid.com/q/mdb/list/TA------
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are more likely to stay around because they have considered the economics of running 

a publication. 

Genre Speculative Fiction 

Title Strange Horizons 

Editor 
Jed Hartman, Senior Editor 
Susan Marie Groppi 
Karen Meisner  

Address None 

Sub Email fiction@strangehorizons.com 

Specifics 

Looking for speculative fiction stories with underrepresented 
perspectives and background. They like some literary depth and 
delicate, complex handling of political issues. This is a free online 
magazine so samples are easily available. Also accepts articles, 
poetry, reviews and artwork 

Requirement  Stories up to 9000 but under 5000 strongly preferred 

Payment $0.05 per word (or 5 cents) with a $50 minimum 

URL for site http://www.strangehorizons.com/ 

URL for 
guidelines http://www.strangehorizons.com/guidelines/fiction.shtml 

 

mailto:fiction@strangehorizons.com
http://www.strangehorizons.com/
http://www.strangehorizons.com/guidelines/fiction.shtml
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Genre Dark Fiction 

Title Dark Discoveries 

Editor None Listed 

Address 

Elder Signs Press 
P.O. Box 389 
Lake Orion, MI 48361-0389 
USA 

Sub Email submissions@darkwisdom.com 

Specifics 
Looking for quality dark fiction, stylish rather than gory. No time 
period or genre restriction. Also accepts poetry, book reviews and 
non-fiction articles 

Requirement  Prefers 5000 words or less for fiction 

Payment $0.01 to $0.05 per word with a $5.00 minimum for fiction. Other pay 
rates for nonfiction and poetry. 

URL for site http://www.darkwisdom.com/ 

URL for 
guidelines http://www.darkwisdom.com/guidelines.htm 

 

mailto:submissions@darkwisdom.com
http://www.darkwisdom.com/
http://www.darkwisdom.com/guidelines.htm
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Genre Articles, Essays, Interviews, Reviews and Criticism 

Title Internet Review of Science Fiction Magazine 

Editor 

Editor in Chief: Joy Ralph 
Section Editors:  
Travitt Hamilton (Essays)  
Yoon Ha Lee (Articles)  
Carey McGee (Reviews)  

Address None 

Sub Email submissions@irosf.com 

Specifics 

Looking for articles, essays, interviews, reviews, and criticism 
regarding works in the science fiction and fantasy genres. Reviews 
must be in-depth literary criticism. Query for interviews and time-
sensitive material. The submissions deadline for a specific issue is by 
the 7th of that month for publication on the 21st. 

Requirement  No length restrictions. The article must work. 

Payment $70 per article regardless of length. 

URL for site http://irosf.com/index.qsml 

URL for 
guidelines http://irosf.com/guidelines.qsml 

 

mailto:submissions@irosf.com
http://irosf.com/index.qsml
http://irosf.com/guidelines.qsml
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Genre Speculative and Imaginative Fiction 

Title Abyss & Apex 

Editor 

Carol Burrell (Editor-in-Chief and Managing Editor) 
Aleta Daknis (Associate Editor and Poetry Editor) 
Lynda Beauregard (Submissions Editor) 
Benjamin Buchholz (Submissions Editor) 
Mary Jo Jeffers (Submissions Editor) 
Amy Valleau (Submissions Editor)  

Address None 

Sub Email editor@abyssandapex.com 

Specifics 

Looking for character-driven speculative and imaginative fiction from 
a broad range of social and cultural perspectives. Dark speculative is 
okay, but horror is not. Also looking for speculative poetry. Note: very 
specific submission format and reading periods so read the 
guidelines. 

Requirement  Shorts up to 10,000 and flash up to 1000. 

Payment $0.05 cents per word up to 1500, $75 for longer stories. Poems are 
$5 

URL for site http://www.abyssandapex.com/ 

URL for 
guidelines http://www.abyssandapex.com/guidelines.html 

 

mailto:editor@abyssandapex.com
http://www.abyssandapex.com/
http://www.abyssandapex.com/guidelines.html
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Genre Children's Stories in All Genres 

Title Story Station 

Editor Mark Justice, Editor 
Randi Lynn Mrvos, Assistant Editor 

Address None 

Sub Email storystation@viatouch.com 

Specifics 

Stories must contain one protagonist between 6 and 12 and must have 
an upbeat ending. The goal is entertainment though a dose of real world 
education is not prohibited. No excessive violence, sex, abuse or foul 
language allowed. 

Requirement  Stories must be between 1500 and 3000 words 

Payment $0.01 (1 cent) per word. 

URL for site http://www.viatouch.com/Learn/Storystation/Storystation_main.jsp 

URL for 
guidelines http://www.viatouch.com/Learn/Storystation/Storystation_guidelines.jsp 

 

 

  

mailto:storystation@viatouch.com
http://www.viatouch.com/Learn/Storystation/Storystation_main.jsp
http://www.viatouch.com/Learn/Storystation/Storystation_guidelines.jsp
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Book Review:   

The Weekend Novelist 
By Robert J. Ray 
Reviewed By Belea T. Keeney 
© 2005, Belea T. Keeney 

  

Building a house? You'd use an architect's blueprint, get a site plan, line up your 

subcontractors, right? Writing a novel? Try Robert J. Ray's The Weekend Novelist. 

Of all the writing reference books I've bought over the years, (and we're talking dozens 

and dozens), this one helped me the most in finishing my first novel. Ray's hands-on, 

nitty-gritty approach to the details of writing a novel is especially useful to linear/logical 

writers who naturally work from outlines. And it's also user-friendly to non-linear writers 

who may sit down at the keyboard, and float away in the words, only to find out that the 

tangent doesn't really have a place in the book. Ray acknowledges the spiritual and 

emotional aspects of the creative act, and he also emphasizes the sheer hard work 

required to craft a novel.  

Ray's premise is that you can write a novel in one year, using weekends to complete the 

work. By using a pre-planned approach to characterization, plot, scene building, and 

key scenes, Ray leads you through developing your protagonist, antagonist and helper 

characters, as well as their back stories. In giving each character an agenda for each 

scene, you help  "front-load" your brain with their conflicts and actually writing the 

material becomes easier. 
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After Character Work, comes Scene Building, and these building blocks are formed 

from Ray's storyboard concept. These pre-writing exercises allow you build the 

elements of a particular scene.  The exercises help get the 

time/place/temperature/setting fixed in your mind (he advises that you choose setting 

with care and let it flavor the scene) and identify which characters will be appearing as 

well as their agendas.  The exercises walk you through pre-planning the action and 

dialogue with text and subtext for both, deciding on point-of-view, and preparing the 

scene's climax and exit line. I found these invaluable in letting me jot down notes and 

ideas during the workweek, then using these storyboards, I was able to do the real 

writing on the weekends.  

Ray also advises writing the six Key Scenes early, then working other scenes as 

needed for support. He proposes breaking down scenes into Acts One, Two, and Three. 

After an initial, white-hot, no-editing-allowed Discovery Draft, a Meditation Draft follows, 

which allows the writer to go back and deepen certain scenes, complete any research 

needed, and follow through on subplots. The Final Draft is for polishing and minor 

revisions, plus standard editing for mechanics. 

Published in 1994, this book has great relevance for today's writers.  It could be used as 

a textbook for a novel writing class. I found my copy online several years ago and as of 

this writing, Amazon had over twenty used copies listed for sale. Dell should consider 

re-printing this valuable title. 

You're the word-crafter, laying out the novel's framework, then putting bricks and mortar 

in place. With this book, Ray is the architect, giving you a detailed plan for completing 

the project. 
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The Weekend Novelist  

by Robert J. Ray, Dell Trade Paperback,  

currently out of print, available used/online, ISBN: 0-440-50594-1 
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Website Review:   

The Household Cyclopedia and  

Catherine Parr Traill's Female Emigrant's 

Guide 

By Ariella Elema 
© 2005, Ariella Elma 

  

If you think Victorian housekeeping sounds rather gracious and Martha Stewart-ish, just 

wait until you hear the parts those home decorating magazines never told you.  Thanks 

to the Internet, two nineteenth-century home economics manuals that have long been 

out of print are now available to everyone.  Dating from the second half of the century, 

when men were men and women slaughtered their own poultry, these sites are 

guaranteed to be unlike any home economics class you've ever taken.  If you're writing 

a tale about some clever Victorians or self-sufficient colonial frontiers-folk, both The 

Female Emigrant's Guide and The Household Cyclopedia are rich sources for research 

and story ideas.  Because they were written by contemporary authors, they not only 

offer you straightforward information, but also let you glimpse the worldview of some 

North Americans of the later 1800s.  

The Female Emigrant's Guide, and Hints on Canadian Housekeeping at 

http://www.canadiana.org/ECO/ItemRecord/41417?id=4799beab6d137c43  was a 

favourite guidebook of Canadian settlers in the 1850s and 60s.  Its author, Catherine 

Parr Traill, was the domestic goddess of her day.  It text now available from 

http://www.canadiana.org/ECO/ItemRecord/41417?id=4799beab6d137c43
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Canadiana.org as a series of scanned images with slightly unfriendly navigation.  

Directed at women newly-landed in the colony of Upper Canada (now Ontario), the 

book was meant to help its readers survive their first years in a land that lacked such 

conveniences of modern living as grocers, tailors, and sometimes even roads.   

Traill herself had been born into the English gentry, but poverty and a drunken husband 

forced her family to start afresh in the New World.  Raised with domestic servants, she 

had to learn many of her housekeeping skills later in life.  Perhaps this is why her 

instructions are remarkably clear.  If you need to know how to manage a little house in 

the big woods, this site is perfect.  The text focuses mainly on food preparation and 

preservation, with special emphasis on the foods that would be new and novel to British 

immigrants, like wild rice, maple sugar and venison.  However, chapters on dying wool, 

caring for poultry, and making candles and soap round out the other duties of a 

nineteenth-century housewife. 

Throughout the text, Traill maintains a determinedly positive tone.  As she wrote in 

another of her books, "Nothing argues a greater degree of good sense and good feeling 

than a cheerful conformity to circumstances, adverse though they be compared with a 

former lot." [1]  At times, this attitude makes The Female Emigrant's Guide bizarrely 

funny.  Consider, for instance, Traill's advice on preserving hams: 

There is a small dusky beetle, with two dull red or orange bars across its body, which 

injures meat more than the flies: it deposits its eggs in the skin and joints.  These eggs 

turn to a hairy worm, which destroy the meat; and unless some precautions are taken, 

will render it unfit for use.  If you find by examining the hams that the enemy has been at 

work, I would recommend a large boiler or kettle of water, and when it boils, immerse 

http://lazette.net/vision/Issue26/webreview.htm
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each ham in it for five or even ten minutes.  Take them out, and when dry, rub them 

over with bran or saw dust, and pack them in a box of wood ashes, or of oats, as the 

Yorkshire farmers do: you will have no trouble with the weevil again. [2] 

Beat that, Martha Stewart! 

If Catherine Parr Traill was writing for women, the Household Cyclopedia, reproduced at 

http://www.mspong.org/cyclopedia/, is likely to have appealed to their husbands.  In an 

age before power tools, a gentleman had to be skilled at a wide variety of tasks to prove 

his domestic prowess.  The Household Cyclopedia would certainly have helped him with 

the learning process.  Its modest intention, as stated by its authors, was that "if all other 

books of Science in the world were destroyed, this single volume would be found to 

embody the results of the useful experience, observations, and discoveries of mankind 

during the past ages of the world." [3]  Published in 1881, it was the work of a 

committee that included two doctors, a chemist, a handful of bankers and a fly-fishing 

journalist.  Thanks to the efforts of web designer Matthew Spong, its entire text is now 

online. 

The fascination of this site lies in the incredible diversity of subjects it crowds between 

its virtual covers.  In a fashion typical of the Victorian period, the topics are presented in 

a merry jumble, often having very little to do with the material that precedes and follows 

them.  The chapter headings range from agriculture and medicine through brewing, 

metallurgy, pottery and 'pyrotechny' to weather prognostics.  One imagines the book 

occupying a prominent place in the personal library of the kind of characters who can 

display a command of arts as diverse as making explosives and keeping canaries.  

http://lazette.net/vision/Issue26/webreview.htm
http://www.mspong.org/cyclopedia/
http://lazette.net/vision/Issue26/webreview.htm
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As a writer's resource, this site also excels at providing ways for your characters to get 

into trouble.  If you're stuck for a plot twist, you can almost pick a section at random and 

be sure to come up with a don't-try-this-at-home scenario.  Think, for instance, of all the 

potential mayhem you could unleash with this recipe for equine cough medicine: 

 

[Take h]alf an ounce of Venice soap, half an ounce of nitre, ten grains of tartar emetic, 

and ten grains of opium. Make these into a ball with honey, and give one every other 

night. Keep the horse warm and remedy costiveness by castor oil. [4] 

  

If ever a book begged to be the centrepiece of a sorcerer's apprentice plot, this is the 

one. 

Whether you're working on a story set in the latter half of the nineteenth century, or 

you're just fishing for unusual ideas, both The Female Emigrant's Guide and the 

Household Cyclopedia are worth a visit.  If nothing else, you'll never view women's 

magazines quite the same way again.  

  

1.    Catherine Parr Traill, The Backwoods of Canada, 18--, p. 182, 

http://www.canadiana.org/ECO/PageView/41930/0190?id=f2c96463348b13fa . 

2. ------. The Female Emigrant's Guide, and Notes on Canadian Housekeeping, 1854, p. 

149, http://www.canadiana.org/ECO/PageView/41417/0161?id=f2c96463348b13fa  

http://lazette.net/vision/Issue26/webreview.htm
http://www.canadiana.org/ECO/PageView/41930/0190?id=f2c96463348b13fa
http://www.canadiana.org/ECO/PageView/41417/0161?id=f2c96463348b13fa
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3. B. Howard Rand et al., The Household Cyclopedia, 1881, 

http://www.mspong.org/cyclopedia/preface.html. 

4. Ibid.,  http://www.mspong.org/cyclopedia/farriery.html  

http://www.mspong.org/cyclopedia/preface.html
http://www.mspong.org/cyclopedia/farriery.html
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New on the shelves! 

As a writing community, we are always pleased to announce publications by site 

members.  Check out the Forward Motion Bookstore as well! 

  

Midnight Rain  

By Holly Lisle 

is available at your local bookstore  

  

 

Ghosts in the Snow  

by Tamara Siler Jones  

is available at your local bookstore. 

  

 

Dog Warrior  

by Wen Spencer  

is available at your local bookstore. 

  

http://www.fmwriters.com/fmbookstore/enter.htm
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Eliora's World (The Dark Staff, Book 5) 

  

     

  

Lazette sold her second chapbook collection to Yard Dog Press.  Star Bound will be 

out sometime in 2005. She also signed a contract for two books with Aio and Between 

a Rock and a God's Place will appear in the October 2005 issue of Andromeda 

Spaceways Inflight Magazine. 

 

Catie (site member cemurphy) sold two books to Harlequin's new action-adventure 

romance line, Bombshell! The first book will be out in late 2005 and the second in spring 

2006. They will appear under the pen name Cate Dermody.  

 

Justin Stanchfield has three short stories available:  

Lost In The Changes, a sort of PK Dick style thriller, will appear in an unspecified issue 
of Far Sector. 
 
Along The Gray Footpaths of Hell will appear in Dark Energy SF shortly.  
 
The Station With No Name is tentatively scheduled for the April issue of Abyss & 
Apex.  

 
Site member RuthAnne sold her short story, The Three Bike Dilemma, to On the Line. 
This is her first sale.  
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Site Member Miki sold her short story Mr. McGillicudy, about a gruagach with that 

name, to The Faerie Magazine for its premiere issue. 

 

Elizabeth Scagnelli (Site Member NightPoet00) had three poems published in the 

French Creek journal.  

 

Site member Gisele L.'s short story Touch the Sky was accepted by Saplings 

Magazine for an upcoming issue. Also, her poem, Tiny Star, will appear in the June 

issue of KidVisions.  

http://frenchcreekjournal.allegheny.edu/writing.php
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Awards & Recognition 

 

Vision came in tied for #3! 
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Masthead 

Vision is published bi-monthly and pays .005 (one half) cent per word. I will be happy 

to look at any articles that will help writers.  We pay one half cent per word for 

material. 

Guidelines for Vision 

If you have any questions, or would like to propose an article for an upcoming issue, 

feel free to drop a line to either of the editors below.  We look forward to hearing from 

you! 

Lazette Gifford, Publisher and Editor 

Vision@lazette.net  

Features' Editor (Reviews): 

Margaret Fisk 

margaretfisk@comcast.net  

Copy Editor: 

 Ellen Wright  

http://lazette.net/vision/submit.htm
mailto:Vision@lazette.net
mailto:margaretfisk@comcast.net
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Copyright Information 

Vision 

Volume Five, Issue 26 
March/April 2005 

Entire contents Copyright 2005, Forward Motion E-press. 

All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without permission is expressly 

prohibited, except that the entire issue may be freely distributed, so long as it 

remains complete and unchanged. 
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Submissions 

One of the fun aspects of working on Vision is helping a new writer find an article 

subject, and then helping them through the steps of refining the idea and writing and 

editing it.  However, as I pointed out previously, I have less time to do that if I have to 

rework too many articles just to fit the guidelines.  

Vision generally runs, in the PDF version, between 160 and 200 pages. That's a lot of 

material to edit, format, and make into three distinct versions (html, PDF and Palm) 

every two months.  

So, here are the things I want the rest of you to consider when you're writing an article 

for Vision:  

Read the guidelines and follow them.  If you have a question about the guidelines, email 

me at zette@cableone.net and ask. 

Don't write an article and send it off without proofing.  In fact, read it more than once.  

Let it sit for a day or two, even if you are running late.  I would rather have a well edited 

late article than a messy one sent on time. 

Don't worry about the theme of the upcoming issue and think that your article won't fit 

in.  I want anything that has to do with writing, from how you think up a story to finding a 

proper pen. 

If you love writing and have anything at all that you can offer to other writers, consider 

writing 500-2000 words for one of the upcoming issues.   

mailto:zette@cableone.net
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Have favorite writing-related books or web sites that you think could help fellow 

authors?  Consider writing a short review of them.  I am especially in need of web site 

reviews! 

Did I mention reading the guidelines? 

 

Writing for Vision is a lot easier than most people assume, and a few of our writers have 

gone on to sell material they first published in Vision, or to use the 'sale' as part of a 

resume to get a job at some other publication.  

So, let's work together and get the next issues done.  

Oh, and do go read the guidelines...  

I am interested in all facets of writing, from first-person experience articles to genre-

specific how-to’s and informational articles about your area of specialization – whether 

that be history or science or nursing or long-distance running – and how and where your 

specialty can be used correctly by writers. Write something that will help other writers, 

and I'll be interested in taking a look. 

Starting in 2004 Vision will pay half a cent per word for articles.  That's not much money, 

and I'm going to be asking a lot for that half cent -- both ezine rights as well as the right 

to publish anything we choose in a POD 'Best of' Anthology at the end of the year.  By 

printing the anthology, we hope to make back the funds that I will be putting into Vision 

to buy the articles and perhaps even make enough to fund the following year's article 

acquisitions. 
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I will be limiting the number of articles bought, and 2000 words ($10) will be the cut off 

point for payment.  All the other guidelines remain the same.  I will be looking for articles 

on theme-related, general writing and genre topics.  If you have some suggestion that 

you think might help another writer, consider writing it into an article and submitting it to 

Vision. 

We strive to maintain professional standards.  Manuscripts must be professionally 

formatted, as free from spelling and grammatical errors as you can make them, and in 

what you perceive to be final draft form. We will not welcome massive rewrites of a 

piece after we have accepted it – when we accept it, we consider it pretty close to 

finished, and will only edit it to our standards. If we feel that it need massive rewrites, we 

won’t accept it. 

If you have any questions, or wish to query about an article, email  Vision@lazette.net  

Please note that Margaret Fisk is now the Features' Editor and will handle all the review 

articles.   

Guidelines: 

Articles must be at least 500 words with 2000 words as the 'soft' top.  I'm willing to go 

over that count if the article needs it, but payment stops at 2000 words.  

Check your spelling and grammar!  Also, if you are from a country that does not 

use US spelling conventions, let me know in the email.  That will stop me from 

making several 'corrections' before I realize they aren't mistakes.    

mailto:Vision@lazette.net
mailto:margaretfisk@comcast.net?subject=Vision%20Articles
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PLACE YOUR TITLE AND YOUR NAME AT THE TOP OF THE DOCUMENT.  I 

hate having to go search through emails, checking attachments, to figure whose 

article I'm actually reading.   

Title 

By 

Your Name 

Use one of these fonts: Courier, Courier New, Times New Roman, Verdana or Arial, 

12pt.  

Double space your manuscript.  

Do not indent . 

I would like submissions to be made in either Word Doc files, or .rtf files, and as 

attachments to the email. (I believe that WordPerfect allows .rtf saves, doesn't it?)  If 

you use Works, a regular file will do, although (at least in the 4.5 version I have), this 

program also allows for an .rtf file save.   

A plain text copy (.txt) can be sent, but be certain to mark any italics like this: *before 

and after the section in italics*, and bold likes this: _before and after anything in 

bold._  If you cannot do attachments, use the body of the letter as the last resort.   

Indicate book titles with italics.  And yes, that means if you are doing a Word doc or 

rtf that you can use actual italics and not an underline to indicate italics. (This is not 
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common submission procedure, but it's far easier for me since I can cut and paste to 

my wysiwyg web page editor.)   

Do not use an underline for emphasis.  Underline on websites indicates a link, and 

people often send emails to say the link is not working.  Use italics or bold.   

NO HTML code except for links, and those written in this fashion:  

http://www.whatever.com/this.htm  

Provide the ISBN #s and publishers for all books mentioned or reviewed.  Do this by 

adding the title, author, publisher  and ISBN# at the bottom of the file.  The same is 

true for articles -- be certain to cite them.   

An additional note to Word users: You should turn off the 'smart quotes' option in 

Word which can be found under Tools-AutoCorrect and then the tabs AutoFormat 

while you type AND Autoformat.  Also uncheck the symbol replacement for --.  While 

Smart Quotes look really neat on the screen, they sometimes translate to funny little 

squares that cannot be taken out with the 'find-replace' feature, but have to be 

hunted down by hand.  If you are submitting anything electronically, you will very 

likely hear back from the editor on these.  And remember -- a lot of print publishers 

are now asking for electronic copy for their end as well. 

We've been receiving very good articles, and I hope that all of you look at the list of 

upcoming issues at the bottom of this page  and choose something you feel 

comfortable with writing about.  
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We are also still looking for general genre-related articles.  If you would like to write 

an article on how to research romantic settings, the proper use of codes in spy 

thrillers, etc., let us know.  The genres we like to cover in each issue are:   

  Fantasy  

  Historical Fiction 

  Horror  

  Poetry  

  Romance   

  Science Fiction  

  Suspense & Mystery  

  Young Adult & Children  

  Young Writer's Scene 

Upcoming Themes:  

• May/June #27 Openings (Deadline April 10th) 

Getting off to the right start can make the entire difference in a sale. Should you 

start with a 'bang' or a whisper of danger?  What are the tips and techniques of 

openings?  

• July/August #28 Types of publication (Deadline June 10th) 

The world of publication has changed drastically with the advent of the Internet.  

What are the different venues in both print and electronic formats, and what 

should writers know about both?  

• September/October #29 Celebrating Genres (Deadline August 10th) 

Romance, fantasy, sf, mystery, horror and more -- the world of genres is filled 
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with wonderful treasures.  As a writer, what are your favorites and what do those 

genres included?  

• November/December #30  Character creation (Deadline October 10th) 

Characters can talk to us in our heads and keep us awake at night, but what 

does it take to make them live on the page?  

And remember that I'm always interested in any writing-related articles! 

Thank you!  

Lazette Gifford 

Managing Editor 

Questions?  Queries?  Submissions?  Email me! 

mailto:vision@lazette.net
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